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fhat the set of resl numbers between O and 1 is

non-denumerable is generslly proved in your and other texte
boks, by writing a SEQUENCER nyyn, 9h, 1ee-eght, yeesaos of nue

cers concerned in the infinite decimal form, an) then const re

ucting a real number 8 different from each a in the nth decie

mai place , 4s we compare 8 with Agal 900009 704.000 succes=

sively, the decimal glace of difference goes totatintey; boos
this not ‘mean that at least cae number of the sec of C4 ATS

must differ from 8 in the decimal place at infinity, i.e. , must

be identical with it? To me the answer is in positive and 5 is

no aduition to the sel of Al se Let thie mathematicians prove it

otherwise, wy conviction is borne out by the following:ie

with € &lt; 2s piace the interval &amp; on (0,1), so that
its left end coingsdes with Oe Flace €,£, €, 00009) seo.

en 2 2u »

ahead of one gnother succesively, so that the left end/each

precedknxx succeeding interval coincides with che rich. end

of the preceding intervaledn this way we reach at most the point

“HE £E conor yr26L0, Ir € is irracional, all raticnals on (0,26)
axe covered in the ordinary sense. Af € is I: rational, then the

coints 0,665 .. oe are left uncovered, Let the mathematicians
show how they propose. to spread these covering intervals apart,

50 as to cover all racionals on (0, 1) without leaving jzans bel wee

Che. +O we tals is i. possiole, and the idea of messure an unflorts

nate one.

-{f the eminen. matheumatleiune zddressec can repudiate

wy convictions, they may plesse do iv st Loe exrliest, lf they

~onfl rn ther 1 Maus hen Lt ehonl a ry ‚5 he
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Dirzetor, Institute of MATU MATICAL Seiereces,
NewYork iniversity,N.V.,U.3.A.

Prof: ¥.C. Titenmarsh,
javilian Professor of? Geonetry,
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Dr: J.¥sVerney,
Tniversity of North X, Carolina,il.35.4.

Dear air,
The sgrclnosed paper ia “orwarded inviting criti

cisr du: to reasons given below.¥hen the author got tie first

inklirz of the ideas prasented in this paper while studying
the relevant subject for the first time,he dared tot speak

„ed
of them as these sean] to challonre alrmet universall

accepted eoneevetsin modern mathenaties.Rut after no less

thar three years of hard work and reaearen , ne has bean

sonvineed of the truth of the ecntents of this paver.The

Author was al zo creouraged by a study of tne la st ehapter,

"Parsdice Inst" af the bock, Men of? ¥sthematies by FsT.Bell,

vkerein he learnt that the modern coreepts of infinite

neve not gone urchallenged,TheHookcites Brouwer and Weyl

as the opponents.Thus creourared the Author nerfected the

arguments presented ir this paver ard is now eunvinced that

the Mathematieian's paradise is indeed lost.5tillhs a final
cheek yon would like to invite critiam from the Authorities

aderes;ed before off ring it fer publieation,

An early rovlv is solicited.

Yours sircerely,
DE SA TsNPILad/.

(Muharmad Anwar).



nm measure and Denumerable Infinite sets.

MOHANYD ANZRE.) Be A(Math: )B. Ze (Fngg:)

Synopsis
The following paper presenta (1)A&amp; graphieal

demonstration showing that the messure of rational points

on the cloaed interval (7,1) is not zero;and (11) a line

on reasoning that destroys the maintained superiority of

measure over coptant.

1. The meamsure of the set of all rational points

on (0,1) iz generally proved to be zero by showing that

a set of intervalsof the form ¢,&lt; iE, En ean cover them 0%

aceount of their derumerability. Let us

try to cheek if this is valid, by some physieal

measure means of placing intervals of the sbove set on

the interval (0,1).

Let &lt;¢ be , to begin with, any rational number &lt; 1

First place the open interval aa of length € on (9.1),

89 that its left @nd ecoincides with %,and the right end

with the rational number€. (Sec;

Now place the open interval a’a of length£ahead

of 8 &amp; 480 that its left end eoineides with peint a x €, and

the right end with the point 14&lt;on  (0,1).Then the two

intervals a a and aa together cover all rational points

between O and 14¢,exceptc. Azain place the interval

aa, of length £ ahead of a'a,s0 that its left end eoineides

with a, and the right end with the point 121e7&amp;

on (9,1) Then all the three intervals cover all rational

points from n to 1} ¢, except ¢ , and 14¢+ Proceeding

in this way we place intervals a'a of lenzth Ss, ahead of

intervals =a asa, of length Su so that the la ft end of

former coincides with the point «+£+- +5 ‚and the right

end with the point ++. + £, «Taking this process to

infinity we note that w* ean at most reach 2 € &lt;



Thus set of intervala of the form €, £,5 £

san, when placed in the above manner cover rational puinte

from 9 to 2&lt; on In,1} leaving the ratinnal pointe E,£ u,

 nm (0,1) uneoverad.Ifweshould like to cover any rational

point 7 &gt; 2e o we shall have to spread the interval’ as

placed above , leaving gaps between them on left of 2¢,

whose total lensth is atleast 7 - 2¢ o+Had &lt;€ been irration-

=a2l, then the intervals as placed above , would have

covered all rational points from 0 to Ze , but it would

3till be impossible to go beyond 2¢ without similar loss

of eoverage on left of 2c + In view of this it is obviousls

Impossible te cover all rational voimtsan (7,1),by a set of

open intervals of the form €,€, 6, 5 .--- ¢The propert:

of rational points that prevents this coverage is that “hey

are densc everywhere,Thelir so ealled denumerability does nci

help them in the least, This means that there must be 2

¥istake in the arguments leading to the eontrary eonclusion.

Ye loeate thelr mistake in sceticm 2. of this paper.

2e That the set of all real numbers betwoon 0D and

is mamk non-denumerable, is usually proved as follows)”

The set of all real numbers ig written in the deeimal form

27:4 ia assumed tobe denumerated ag in the list below,

A=De 8 8 8 8 o es o
1 14 12 1314

A=Nell888,
2 Ar 22 23 24

mij &amp; DRA=0. Pl
&gt;

A=

Then = real number B=". b, b,b, b, -

formed by putting bz a, + 1 if a# 9, and b = say 4,1f a=9,

Then it is argued that B is a real number different from ear

A» and hence a derumerzated ga list eanrot eontain all real

numbers from 0 to I. But in this last eonelusion a mistake

decurs whieh is elarified by examining the line of reagonir

involved in this eonelusione.Thus,it is argued that B is not

in the depumerated list of all A, ,because it differa from

every A,, Now this underlined part of the argument i:

inewcomplete.It is kx ignored that n is not only the suffi-



fo A but also signified the decimal place of difference.

Actually ths somplete atatement is ZB differs from every A,

in the nth decimal place .” Now if we start comparin, B with

As Ars ~ esse0 Ae eo oo suee23slively for differenc~, we

note that the decimal place of differene~ goestd infinity i.e.

"he difference tetween B and i becomes smaller and smaller

and ultimately tends +6 0, 28 ¥ n tends to oo „Therefore

8 18 not necessarily different from every A and,in a sense,

is not different from A, «Eher«fore B is no new number and

the set of all real prumber is as denumerable as any other ,

vhich seems to the author to nbn nothing more than tae

dtatement that all infinite eollectione are equals

Conelugionas
The results obtained abre demangtrate the

ebsurdity of some coneepts rampant in modern mathematies

and those, whieh will be affested are:-

i) Coneept of difference between denumerable and

non=denmumerable infirite seis.

(11) Coneept of space! filling ares.

(iii) Coneert of measure and Lebes&lt;us integral,Probadly

tha most general thexar theorem on integration will be

shat of Jordan, stated in much ginpler mann r as follows:

4 hourded fuanation is integrable on a finite

interval when the s2t of pointe of discontinuiaty

&gt;f the furetien in that interval bagk a finite

number of limit points,

iefereneesg:
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Titehmarshe Theory of Tunctions, D.324,irt:10,22
Phillip Franklin «Advanced Caleulms,p,250=251.
Titehrarehe [bide pe 22 Art:104201s
HeT2zgo,Wlemants of pure snd Annlied Mathecmaties
Art: 104121 243950
Rogaainaki.Volame avd Intograle
Fhillin Pranklin.Ibid, Problem-3%, pe 56
FR, Wilsan, Advance Calculus p 312.
Phillip Franklin, Ibid, p346, Artsl51
FePeWileon.Ibid.v.53,40%.%0.
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EVANGELISCHE AKADEMIE
SCHLOSS TUTZING AM STARNBERGERSEE

FERNRUF TUTZING 666

Dozent Dr.s.ochulz
srlangen,den 2.1.59,

srlangen ,Hofmannstr.85

sehr geehrter Herr Professor!

Seit einiger Zeit findet in der Akademie Tutzing einmal

im Jahr ein "Akademisches Symposion" für Dozenten und wissen-

schaftliche Assistenten an den Universitäten in Westdeutsch-

land statt.Das oymposion 1959 —-vom 30,7.-2,8,-—- wird sich mit

dem Thema:Der Mensch zwischen Tier und Maschine beschäftigen

(die Formulierung ist allerdings keine endgiiltige!).
Hierzu werden Prof.Xihn/lMainz vom archiologischen,Dr.

Erich Neumann /Tel-Aviv vom tiefenpsychologischen,Dr.Werner
Taftmann/Paris von der mod rnen Kunst und Frof.3ibeling /

Zürich vom’ protestantischen Standpunkt aus referieren.

Ihr ausgezeichnetes Buch'"liensch und lienschmaschine" ist

von allen meinen Freunden, Bekannten und von mir selbst mit

dem allergrossten Interesse gelesen worden.Da Sie nun, Sehr
verehrter Herr Professor,einer der führenden Xybernetiker

in den USA und überhaupt sind,wäre es ein besonderes Zreig-

nis,wenn Sie im kommenden Symposion zu uns sprechen könnten.

Der Hörerkreis ist in gewisser Jeise ideal,da er sich

aus Vissenschaftlern aller Fakultäten und der verschiedenen

Tniversitdden in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland zusammen-—

setzt.

gin Honorar von 2000,-DM stände Ihnen zur Verfigung,die

Flugreise und die Aufenthaltskosten wiirden Ihnen natürlich

zurüclertattet werden.

Mir eine kurze Antwort wäre ich Ihnen sehr dankbar,

Mi freundlchen Grüssen bin ich

Spped {us&gt;ostscheckkonto: Miinchen Nr. 3973 + Xreissvarkasse Starnbers. Zweigstelle Tutzing Konto Nr. 7229

Thr sehr ercebener



1/3/59

Dr, Norbert Wiener,

Masse. Inst. of Tech.

Dear Dr. Wiener »
&gt;

As Vice-President of the Association of

Mathematics Teachers of N.J. IT am in charge of our November pro-

gram at Atlantic City.

Tt has always been my feeling that we, as

teachers, have much to learn from the people who do the most with

the subject we attempt to teach, the mathematician, The problem of

communication between our two groups is a difficult one to surmount.

However I felt that the outstanding exponent of your group would be

the person to help us surmount this barrier. I am not presumptuous

snough to suspect that you would be free to do this personallv--

although I am hopeful enough not to discount this slight possibility.

Naturally this would be ideal if it were possible. Should it not be

possible I would hope that you might be in a position to recommend

someone whom I could contact.

I would greatly appreciate any assistance

you might be able to give me in connection with this program,

Thank you.

Sincerely.

Te) or

Harold |  ne
m.

Chairman, Mathematics Dept.

South Side High School,

Newark 9 g 9 Neda



Swarthmore College
Swarthmore, Pa.
January 5, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 38, Mass.

Dear Sir:

For the past eleven years at Swarthmore a
croup known as Science Integration has been organ-
ized by students for the purpose of bringing speak-
ars in the various scientific fields to the college.

We would like to have you speak either on
somé aspect of your work, or on cybernetics generally.
Jur talks usually appeal to students of all the
sciences so the more technical aspects of any sub-
ject are best reserved for a discussion period
after the talk.

Thursday evenings are convenient for most
people, and if this holds true for you I would sug-
gest one in March. Being a student organization we
could afford to pay only your transportation and
sxXpenses here, but we can promise you an interested
and alert audience.

_ hove you will be interested in speaking
co us and that we can arrange a time at your
convenience.

s truly,Your

A
Sel a. Ho VPDy

Catherine Finkney
for Science Integration



DIVISION OF CHEMICAL LITERATURE
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January 7. 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

The Division of Chemical Literature would be honored
indeed if you would be their guest and speaker at luncheon
on Tuesday, April 7, 1959, during the 135th National
Meeting of the American Chemical Society, to be held in
Boston.

Your audience would consist of people concerned
with various problems of documentation and communication
in the field of chemistry and chemical engineering.
Ahile most of our members received their basic education
in chemistry or a related science, their present profes-
sional activities are connected with some aspect of
chemical documentation, e.g., librarianship, literature
searching, indexing, or technical writing, editing,
abstracting, and translating. All are interested in
the problems of retrieval and dissemination of scientific
and technical information; some are actively engaged in
developing new methods, systems or machines for these
purposes. One of the symposia on our two-day program
T1111 be on mechanical translation.

I know that you have much to say which would be of
vital interest to this group. Perhaps you might give us
some of your thoughts on the capabilities and limits of
machines vs. the human mind in processing and retrieval
of recorded knowledge? However, we would leave the
actual subject of your talk entirely to vou.

I hasten to add that we are not a wealthy organiza-
tion and cannot offer a fee to our speakers. All we can
offer you is our sincere admiration and the assurance
that your words will fall on receptive soil.



SHEET NO. 2 FROM H, Friedenstein To Dr. N. Wiener DATE 1-7-59

I hope that you will find it possible to be our guest
and speaker at this luncheon. Would you be good enough
to let me know soon?

Very truly yours,

Hoceeeea Soceolee: AL
HE :amf Hanna Friedenst&amp;in

Chairman, Division of
Chemical Literature



Mormington Mand UWnivac
= DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION —————

MilowaAYr B8-2481

UNIVAC PARK
ST. PAUL 16, MINNESOTA

January 7, 1959

Dr, Norbert Wiener
MILT.
Boston, Mass,

Dear Dr, Wiener:

I am currently preparing a Handbook for technical writers, a reference
manual for engineers and technologists who must write reports, manuals
and possibly articles, I am including reprints of published articles
that illustrate different types of technical writing: objective
description, research repott, process report, etc,, and I have been
seeking a good example of a Classification article, I am wondering
if, among your published books and articles, there might be something
[ could include to illustrate classification as developed in an article
(which might be a section from a book).

I have been fortunate in getting permission to reprint some outstanding
works, such as Albert Einstein's "Time, Space, and Gravitation," which I
use to illustrate an Analysis Article, I would be very honored to include
you in this illustrious company,

the
In the Handbook, I define/Classification Article as one which explains a
subject by dividing it into separate factors and then discusses each factor
separately, To be more specific, it would be the grouping of ideas, facts,
or objects on the basis of common characteristics or purpose, For
2xample, an article might be termed a Classffication Article if it took the
important forms of energy, divided them into qravitational potential eneray,
electrical energy, radiant energy, kinetic enerqy, and heat, and then
discussed each factor separately and in their relationship to the whole.

I have looked throuch as much of your published works as our local libraries
make available, but I have found nothing I could call strictly a Classification
Article, A section of a book would suffice if it were an entity in itself.

Can you recall anything of this nature that you have written, and if so. would
you permit me to have it reprinted ‘in the andhook?

If you do not have such a publication, would you permit me to reprint "Cybernetics
and Society,” the paper you presented in 1950 hefore the lew York Chapter of the
Society for the Advancement of "hnacement, as an example of a Research Article?

Yours very sincerely,

} . A 3 I) GH ü Cth
„4

M., L, Norgaard U
Technical Editor
lanacement Services

"DA_TK2



ITh:"
Lee

LEvn „9

L'idministration Centrale
de "Scientia®

4, Via Roncaglia

Come 14:

Gentleme

We world like to order an additional number cf renrints
the article "Time and the Science of Organizatior”
Wiener, which appeared in "Scientia", September, . ..,
possible, we would like to have 350 conles ¢i the reprint,

If this nurber 12 not avallsble, we would very much eppreciate
having 50 or mere copies, Please advise us 8 to the svaila
ability snd cost of these renrints,

x —-:

rey ws me

Sincerely,

vargaret MM. Kruger (Mrs,)
Secretary to
rofessor N. Wiener



Am)" U 1950

Mr. Jason Epstein
Random House in,
157 Madison avenue
Navr Yor * Marr Vo

Dear

Many thenls for everything. The contract is =ipned and the advance
check is in. TI have already done my revision and I have looked up all
corparyy and versonsl names tr be gure that I am ant treading on any toes.
I have made one or two slight modificatirnse In my revision I have con-
formed to your wishes excapt pozsibly on one neinte I have Salked over
with my engineering friends the probability of a wan risirg as cuickly
ag James did, Wuder the cireumetlanecas of the story snd of the date cone
cerned they regard this © antsy lov"

AS you have seen the manuscript it runs unbroken without chapter
headings or subtitles. In view of the fact that this is a quasliezuio-
biorraphical statement for a particular individual aad not directly for
the press, crdinery chapier divisions seem to we to he unsuitable, Howe
ever, breaks are necessary. I have indicated to my secretary where these
breaks should occur and I wish them to Le indicated Ly an extra Lroad
paragraph space possibly with a line of dots across the vage and possibly
with a nmuber, I think I will number these a2scticur bul you are perfectly
at liberty to use any oublishing technicue yon want, In doing this I am
following the technique of 2imilarly told tales of Conrad

wiz
ple
vo

omyguess that the manvecripi in the original and cone copy
voy hands sometime errly in February, I am having 1% come

A se that you wit he elear material to work ona I hone
what I have done

remem Pree vo i ~~

{iener

Ws mm



January 8, 1959

Ur. Bernhard Hassenstein
Forschungegrunpe Kybernetik
Vax-Planck-Institut Fur Biolormie
Spemannsirasse 3k
Tubingen, Germs-

Dear Ir. Hassensteins

[ am writing in English because it is easier for my secretary to
take it down in English. Many thanks for your kind letter of December
30th, My wife and I have the most pleasant recollections of our stay
in Varena., 1 am delighted to hear that you are giving a lecture at your
miversity on the theme cybernetics as a method of investigation in
technics and biologyes I want to be any help that I can to you and to
the work on cybernetics in Tubinren.

There is one little historical mistake for which I am responsible
by insufficient clarity in our discussion together, The little incident
concerning the temporary ataxia of my grandaughter was many years sube
sequent to my first idea of cybernetics and 1s not responsible for them.
What happened was that during the course of the war I was very much ine
terested in predictors for antieaircragft. As these depended upon a feed
Dack, the question of ose¢illstion overloaded feedback systems interested
ne at the time, I was already quite aware that feedback plays an impore
tant part in such voluntary activities as driving a car, ith the knowe
ledre that an overloaded feedback system could be unstable I wondered
whether the same thing couldn't harvnen in that sort of voluntary sectivity.
Then, I reflected that the kinesthetic sense is itself a feedback and I
wondered if an abnormal overloading of the feedback system could not
lead to tremor, I talked this over with my colleague Bigelow, with whom
I was jointly engaged in the design of predictors for anti-aircraft, Both
of us decided to ralse the biological question and to put it to my friend,
Dr. Arturo Rosenblueth, then of the Harvard Medical School and now assoc-
fated with the Instituto Nacional Cardiologia in Mexico, to find out if
any pathological conditions were known in which the attempt to achieve
a purpose by the use of the muscles would lead to an uncontrollable tremor.
He told us that in fact such cases were known and were designated as
ourpose tremor, Thepe were associated with disorders of the cerebellum,
In a case like this the patient, in attempting to accomplish a simnle
act like picking up a glass of water, goes into a violent tremor and
srills ite This confirms the impression I already had of the imvortance
of feedback in biological systems and lead me to the idea of cybernetics,
that is, a study of feedback processes and similar communication problems
irrespective of whether they were exhibited in the machine or inthe
living organism.



Dr, Bernhard Hasenstein
January 8. 1959
&gt;age Two

Many years later when my little grandaughter, then about two years
old, was staying with us in the V“hite Mountalns, she suddenly became ill
and was unable to get out of her erib although she tried. Observing her
actions carefully I saw that the difficulty was not one of paralysis, for
her motiona were quite as vigorous as before and did not show any ree
striction in the contraction of any muscle, but were rather in the nature
of ataxia, an inability to organize her motion. In view of my previous
acquaintance with purpose tremor, I felt quite sure that this was a case
of that and that whatever disorder she might have invelved the kinesthetic
feedback into the cerebellum. When the doctors attended to her they cone
firmed my impression and stated that she was suffering from an obscure
form of encephalitis, probably infectious, involving the cerebellum. I
nay say that her 1lllness terminated favorably within a8 week or so and left
no after-effects, This is the relation between the incident of my gran-
daughter and cvberretics.,

My first work on feedback with Bigelow and Rosenblueth occurred during
the war and I should sev in 1911 or 1912.

I am enclosing an article in Scientia togeiber with an article on
"My Connection with Crbernetics, Its origins and ite future." They will
rive vou the historical background.

You ask about what new points of view I was presenting at Varena,
'ne chief one was that of the study of nonlinear feedback phenomena and
of the brainwave as a result of a system of oscillators driving itself
oy its own electrical flicker, Here the important idea is that the ability
of the brain to be driven by electrical oscillations is a sign of none
linearity. Youwlll find material concernine this in the two articles I
amending vou.

In the course of my early work on cybernetics Lt became apvarent to
ne that communication and control problems must be studied from a statis
tical point of view. My early work on generalized harmonic analysis had
nade it clear to me that such a point of view is indispensable in this
study. You will find some reference to this in my book on extrapolation,
interpolation, ete., published by Wiley. This represents the consequences
of some ideas which I had in connection with anti-aircraft fire during
the war and which I later released for publication as a books This made
ne very receptive to Shannon's early work on entropy, The statistical
soint of view was mine before it wes Shannon's but the particular eme
&gt;odiment of thim in the notion of entropy was discovered independently
~yv Shannon and is nrohablr in this soecifie form, even more his than mine.

The notion of =utocorrelation goes back to my early work on generalized
aarmonic analysis and was fully explicit to me for years before I started
on cybernetics. Later on I found that it was really the essential idea
of the use of the Michelson Interferometer. The application of this to
1onlinear svstems is to be found in my new book, Nonlinear Problems in



Dr. Bernhard iassenstein
January 8. 1070
Pace Tre

Pandom Theory, recently published by the Technology Press and Wiley.
am seeing Tre you receive a copy cf this from the wublishers. There

you will also find these concepts arplied both to biological and to
engineering problems, I consider this new book of mine as an essay in
ao linear evberreties.

I

£8 to your schema
slete agreement with ¢

 om

ye ‘nvics I think it is rood and I am in come

I should te glad to lock over your lecture before its definitive
nublication 2r.2 +211 vou mr Imvressians of &lt;4.

I 2m «

cyber’
and .

MX
 4

“4

~hted to hear of the success of the research group on
Tubingen. Please sea that I pet all your publications

renlat them where they will do the most good.

reel:

cordially yours,

Norbert Wiener

NW 8 manke
Enclosures 2



LN

re. Russell Johnson, Secretary
Greater Boatoa Ceomplite Io &amp;

Sane HNuecleav ”

Box 75
Damhride

Dear Mr

fon=
Bre pe

gonnson

Enclosed 1s the signed authorization for Lhe Creater Roston Committee
 Hans Kuclcar Pelloy to uss too nape ol Yeorberd Tlener em 2 Comittee

Sincerely,

Mayparet ¥. Kruger (Vrs,)
neLrate
No



January &amp;, 1959

Professor P. Masani
Mathematics Department
The Institute of Science
Bombay l. India

Dear Professor Masanic

Professor Wiener has asked me to write and tell vou that he has
received the proof sheets of the paper on "NoneLinear Prediction”,
He would like for you to go ahead with your plans, of which he fully
approves. He will write you a detailed letter as soon as he can.

Sincerely,

Margaret M. Kruger (Mrs,)
Secretary to
"ma feegor Wiener



RANDOM HOUSE inc
] 457 MADISON ATTTITIE STEW VOR

- TELEPHONE PLaza 1°'2600

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS + THE MODERN LIBRARY - LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS « ALLABOUT BOOKS + THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

January 9 16595

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Norbert:

[ am delighted that the manuscript is nearly finished
and I look forward very much to seeing it early in
February, If your guess that it will be ready by
then is correct, I think it won't be difficult to
deal with the divisions in the text. One solution
that occurs to me is to handle them simply like diary
entries, with the appropriate date at the head of
s2ach division. How does this strike you?

ith our very best wishes to you and Margaret

Sincerely yours,
u.

+ an zn——.
At€eln



CASE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY CIRCLE

CLEVELAND &amp;, OHIO

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS January 9, 1959

Dear Professor Wiener,

[ have given Armand a copy of the book that the five of us

nave been working on and he will pass it on to you,

T hope that it matches up to the work that we did together

last summer, when Edwin was with us, and the years before, when

ve were all in Cambridge, You will find that it is essentially

complete, if you add the chapter on Quantum Theory that Armand

nas given you. Armand has yet to type only the chapter on

Statistical Mechanics and Ted has only a few pages to add to

Integration in Differential Space,

3ecause we now have to communicate at long distance, I have

taken the liberty of writing a preface for your criticism and

Armand, Edwin, Ted and I propose a title which we hove you will

find acceptable, We want your comments.

Edwin is especially interested in having you read again

carefully the chapters on prediction, which you and he prepared.

ie was a little concerned about his method of presenting multiple

orediction, but I am sure you will find that the chapter includes

nost of what you wanted.

Edwin's chapter on Ergodic Decomposition is not yet in Armand's

nands, Armand will pass it on to you as soon as he has read it,

T have proposed to the others that we do not spend more time

continuing a search for one or two mathematicians who would

sritically review the book before it goes to press. I would

also like your 0.K. on this point.

Please write me of your comments, now that the chapters are

hogether, I would like everyone to be satisfied about the book

35 soon as possible, so that we can send the original copy to

the press.

Best wishes to you and Mrs. Wiener,



January ©. 1959

Mr, Melvin N. Brenner
Executive Director
The Family Service of
300 South High Street
teat Chester. Pennsylvania

Chester County

Dear Tann ©

y

nen received your letter of Decerber 17, 1958,
» Miss Ruth 8. Goodwin with regard to your
v 1 to Professor Wiener, I am unable
r original letter of July 1h, but if

ike to write Professor Wiener again at
mp, he would be happy to answer it. We are

or anv inconvenience this may have caused
‘4

Sincerely,

Margaret M. Kruger
Secretary to
"an Posanr Wigner

(Mrs, )



January 9, 1959
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Thank you for your letter of December
{ appreciate your request for me to subrmiv
paper on cyvernetics to appear in Dlogenes,
T shou © = happy to consider doing so Tater
vy f that T am not immediately ab  X
ne eT -
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„Pd }
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™eage feel free to contact me with
"his at sore future d=
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set - 2rat MANSY



January © 1959

“iss llanna Friedenstein
Chairman, Division of Chemic 1 Literature
imerican Chemie
Godfrey Lo Cabr
238 Memori 1 ™
CamydAere

Dear Milas Fri

Thank you very much for your invitation
to speak before the American Chemical Society
furing their meeting in April. I regret thas
I met decline in order to conserve my strens
for creative research. I appreciate yon»
thinkdnr of me ard 2m honored bh” 44 ON«

~ r

i

„u Wiener



January 9, 1959

igs Catherira Pinkney
Swarthmore :

warthmevr ran’

Jeary I oY5 Yoga=

{ anpreclate youl invitation to speak before
the Science Integration group at Swarthmore College.
Jowever, I regret that I must decline all outside
speaking engagements in order to conserve my
strength for my creatllve researches I hope you
11 understand,

ry again,

Zincerely yours,

Yo rt WKiener
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Thank you very much for your invitation
to participate in the Symposium on Decision
Processes to be held at Purdue University
in April, I regret that I must decline &amp;ll
outside speaking engagements at this ti
in order to conserve ny strength for -
erestive research,

EL

- de

Cwm EC

YY pner



January 9 1959

Jr. Alfred A. Wolf
Tniversity of Pennsylvania
Tlie Moore School of Electrical Engineering
Philadelnhia li, Pennsylvania

Dear Dr. Wpl

Thank you very much for your invitation
to speak before the Institute of Radio Engineers
in Philadelphi»2, I am honored by the invitation,
ut regret that I must decline all outside speaks
Ing engagements at this time, TI am finding it
necessary to conserve mv strength for my creative
regener

ema von 4111 understand

sincere’ yours,

Tor&gt;~-", Wiener



UNIVERSIDADE DE SAO PAULO

“ACULDADE DE FiLosoria, CIENCIAS E LETRAS
CAIXA POSTAL, 8.105
SAO PAULY - BRASIL

Prof. Dr. W. Gilittinger
Dep. of Physics,
Uhiversity of Sao Paulo,
C.P. 8105,
Sao Paulo, Brasil S. Paulo, 10/I/5¢

Prof. Dr. N. Wiener,
Dep. of Mathematics,
Massachussetts Institute of Techndlogy
tembridece, Mass. ‚USA,

Dear Professor Wiener,

During a recent meeting on distributions and applications to
quantum field theory, Prof. L Schwartz informed me about some
attempts by yourself to define products of arbitrary distributions,

Since I am working on those problems since many years I would
be very interested in getting some informations about your approach.
In particular, I would appreciate very much having copies of any
papers you have written on those (2nd related) subjects.

My work on distribution products (applied to problems of quantum
Field theory) is in part contained in papers in Progress of
Theoret. Physics (Japan) 13, 612 (!'55), Nuovo Cimento X,1('58) and
fuclear Physics (Dec.58). The methods used to define distributiond
products are closely related to those used by Konig( Math.Annalen
128{420} 55; Proc. Int. Math.Congr Amsterdam 1954 and Arieh f
Mathematik 6. %3901(19553%

At any case, T am sending you under separate cover copies of the
papers mentioned,

It may perhaps be of interest for you that Schwartz has given
a course on " Mathematics and Quantum Physics" at Buenos Aires
Iniversity, end of last year, in which he applied some new results
of kernel theory to the theory of elementary particles, The course
can be obtained from Prof. Scarfiello, Dep. de Matamatica, ¥mi¥eer
racultad de Ciencias.Peru 222, Buenos Aires.Argentine.

Thanking you very much ,I remain
very sincerely yours

“ wo ( “1 rs
. ” ’ / to

Werner Güttinger

A I 1a 1008 35S



Jontreal Que, Sunday January 11th 1959.

Rrofessor Norbert Wiener
‘Asachusetts Institute of Technology
CAMBRIDGE MASS,

Proffessor Weiner:

I have been told by Mr. W. V. Houston, President of the
Rice Institute to refere to you about the studient life of Mr. William
James Sidis.

Here is some of the quotations that are written in a
MAGAzine about is studient life, Mr Sidis at the age of seven years old
lid EEXXXX his elementary study in five months. He finished his High School
In six months and afl the age of eleven, he received an invitation to give a
conference about the fourth dimention at Harvard. And at the age of fifteen
ie was teaching at The Rice Institute.

According to Mr. W. V. HOUSTON, Mr. Sidis Was a fellow
in mathematics atThe Riee Institute during the academic year of 1915-16 and
chat their recowds indicate that he was born in April, 1898.

If you could confirm or make corrections about tbose
juotations i will be bery pleased. The revue say that he studied with a method
that consists of a phonograph with a loud speeker under the pillow witch it
nade in study during his sleep.

M v address is: 345 Jubinville
Pont Viau
Mtl 9, Que.

Very truly Yours,

AO OR

Maurice Beaulieu

en //JS /S 7



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

LOS ANGELES 24, CALIFORNIA
January 12, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Mr, Michael Barry Marcus has given your name as a reference in
regard to his application for a part-time teaching position with us in
Physical Sciences Extension.

If a place becomes available, we would propose him for courses
through the calculus or as an assistant for hicher level courses.

de shall appreciate any comments you may wish to offer relative
to his qualifications.

Sincerely,
BD

Clifford Bell
Professor of Mathematics
lead, Physical Sciences Extension

CB: jr



YALE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

BOX 2155 * YALE STATION

NEW HAVEN - CONNECTICUT

January 12, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass,

Dear Professor Wiener,

I have read recently of the publication of ypur
new book on Non-Linear Methods in Random Phenomena, and I was
wondering if you might be willing to speak on these questions
at the Yale Mathematical Colloquium, If you can come, I should
like to extend a specific invitation for Wedensday, the 18th of
March, If that date is inconvenient, another can be arranged,
but I give the date above for the sake of definiteness,

{ think that you would find a great deal of
interest among people here in what you would have to say, especially
since there is a group here very actively interested in stochastic
processes,

We should be very happy to have Mrs, Wiener visit
Yale, also, and will make all necessary arrangements to meet,
transport, give you dinner, entertain, and house you during your
stay.

With be* “&gt; -ards



INSTITUTE FOR TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS

Sponsored by

HE ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS IN NEW ENGLAND

Januarv 12, 1984

Professor Norbert Wiener
siassachusetts Institute of Technology
Tambridee 39. Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

As chairman of the Program Committee for the mathe-
matics institute conducted by the Association of Teachers
of Mathematics in New England next August at the University
of Rhode Island, I am writing to ask whether you would be
willing to deliver a lecture to this group. We are most
anthusiastic about having vou take part in this project.

In order to help you decide, I am sending you a copy
of a letter used to describe our program to the discussion
croup leaders, We sincerely hope vou can be with us.

Sincerely yours,

hv Sao
Henry W. Syer
Kent School
Kent, Connecticut
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3
OFFICE OF
THE EDITOR

Var becay Ze
Adecco? ao

ENCYCLOPZEDIA BRITANNICA

January
12
1959

Professor N. Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

For a forthcoming printing of the Encyclopgedis Britannica we are
planning to revise and condense to 1,000 words the article FUNCTION,
and include the new entry PROBABILITY, MATHEMATICAL (8.100 words).

I am writing to ask if you will be able to accept this assignment.
The revised material should not exceed the specified length and
the Britannica rate of payment--3$5 per type page read but not sub-
stantially revised, and two cents per word for new copy=--will apply.
The deadline for this copy is May 1, 1959.

If you are sable to accept this assignment, we shall be glad to send
you paste~-up of the present Britannica copy for your use.

We shall look forward to hearing from vou at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely yours,

Walter Yust
Fditor

) -

WY *vo-=REP



THE FAMILY SERVICE OF CHESTER COUNTY

300 SOUTH HIGH STREET

WEST CHESTER, PENNSYLVANIA
PHONES:

4900
OWEN 6- 14901

| 4902

MELVIN N. BRENNER

=ZXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

January 1, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Here is a copy of the letter I wrote to you on July 1; of this past
vear, and which unfortunately could not be located.

I am sorry for any inconvenience this might have caused you
staff.

or your

Jey trendy yours,

Melvin No Brenner
Executive Director

ED
A RED I” SERVICE

supported by

TOUR UNITED FUND GIFT

“INBeack

Pnece 1 OF



July 1h, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener

My readings, rudimentary at best, in the field of cybernetics, lead me to
speculate that there may be &amp; direct relationship between that field and
the field of social work, in certain aspects of the theory and inquiry per=-
formed in both. Communication and control in. the human being are certainly
at the very heart of social casework, which is directed at assisting the
individual and the family to solve problems of a psychological and socio=
logical nature.Il
Even a cursory look at the fundamentals of the two fields, indicates, it
would seem, &amp; number of areas in which sharing of information, experience
and ideas mirht serve to advance the work of £11 concerned.0 |
The conception of "feed back", for example, dppears to be an excellent way
to describe the general adjustive pattern of an individual's performance,
regarding his progress or retrogression, and.I believe this perspective can
nave most valuable results in practical help to social work clients, On
the other hand; social workers have a wealth of experience concerning people
who are "malfunctioning", alone or in groups, in all kinds of environments,
and concerning the effects upon this malfunctioning of various helping
techniques. Patterns of behavior in psychotie individuals, for example, may
yield, to &amp; communications and control viewpoint, certain illuminating suge
zestions, Behavior involving hallucinations, in particular, impress me as a
potential key to the understanding of sensory and perception functioning in
both the abnormal and normal person, and I have often wondered whether this
behavior may not be described in both psycholggical and organic or mechanical
terms.

My main purpose in writing to you is to establish contact, so to speak. It
would be most helpful for me to know the nature of other contacts so far, if

any, between social work and cybernetic groups, and whether you_ see possible
value in such meetings, What readings de you suggest for social workers?
Are there regular publications devoted to cybernetics and how can these be
obtained? (This last information is only partially available from a nearby
aniversity library). Are there regular meetings of any kind for those ine



Professor Norbert Wiener July 1, 195€

terested in cybernetics, and am I, as &amp; director of a social casework
agency, eligible to attend or participate in such meetings?

I hope that my inquiry is appropriate and not inconveniencing. Your suge
gestions and recommendations will be most appreciated, If you wish further
information from me, please do not hesitate to request it.

18

|| J

7 sn

|

5) .

MNBsack

Very truly yours,

Melvin N, Brenner
Executive Director

IU
"TT



NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
N.Y.U.-I.C. A.-ISRAEL PROGRAM

6 WASHINGTON SQUARE NORTH

NEW YORK 3. N.Y

TELEPHONE: SPRING 7-2000
EXTENSIONS 8227, 8165

January 15, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

Je are writing to you regarding your possible interest and availability
for a short term assignment as a Visiting Professor to the Hebrew
Jniversity in Jerusalem, Israel. Thi s assignment would be with our
team in Israel which, under a contract with our State Department, is
busily engaged in curriculum development work at both Hebrew University
and the Israel Institute of Technology (Technion).

This request was initiated by our Chief of Party in the field,
Professor Theodore Lang, in conjunction with the authorities at Hebrew
University. There has been an ever increasing interest in cybernetics,
nore specifically in your famous work Cybernetics: Communication and
Control in the Animal and the Machine. The following is quoted from a
Letter just received from Professor Lang in reference to yourself and
he fields of cvbernetics and communication in Israel.

"We are most anxious to request Professor Norbert Wiener. His
surpose would be to work with the Hebrew University teaching
staff and their most advanced students in Cybernetics and
Sommunication Theory. These two closely related fields are
»f great importance to the development of the business
administration program. At the moment there is no one here
Jho knows enought about either of these fields.

[f Professor Wiener could be obtained for a two-month period,
at least two people would be selected, one of whom would be
Professor Gross, to work with him intensively. In addition
to that Professor Wiener could give a seminar for some of the
faculty members to be chosen from the departments of
Psychology, Mathematics and Economics."



NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

N.Y.U.-I.C.A.- ISRAEL PROGRAM

Professor Wiener January 15, 1959 Page 2

de would be very pleased to have you go to Israel as a short term
7isiting Professor for such a period of time as your schedule would
permit. This might be anywhere from one to three months depending
upon the program which you think would best serve their needs. As
to the months in question, May, June and July would be good, or if
not possible, perhaps in the fall as an alternative. I do feel
that the compensation, allowances, and travel arrangements which
we might agree upon will be to your satisfaction. I do wish to thank
you for your consideration of this proposal and trust that you may
be able to give a favorable reply.

Sincerely yours,

~~

Ty A

ov. Bernard Greidinger
Coordinator

BBG/j£



January -5, 1955

fr. Maurice RP‘
315 dub‘ 7

Pont }.
Mont:
Sans:

 oo

%

Your repcrts on S5idis are correct
mow and are probably completely correc
him very well and I greatly regretted
~reakdown end his early death.

-*

Yiencr

i

fr wii iW



January 15, 1959

refeggor Fed
{le Universi

department mi’ Mathematics
30x 2155 Yale Station
Tow Haven. Connaectie“

Arowder

der Penfessor Browder:

. should be very glad to come with my wife for
your meeting on "ednesday, the 18th of March, i have
a Jot to talk sbout concerning my book and I may have
swan new moterial not in the bool by that time.

Nm amp” “Toure.

% vt ener

ame



Jammsry 15, 1959

Profeasor J, C, Dillon
Head, Engineering Extension
Department ot Fngineering
University c=3ifornia
Lea Angeler fi‘ “prm’ °

Deer Professor Dille-

The date for my lectures for July 6 « 17 is excellent.
[ suggest that tF~ 43"~ for the course be Nonlinear Probe
lema in Random Theater “11 use my book on the subjeet
as textbook or as ~ 51 readins

I should regard as the minimum prerequisites for the
course (naturally with exceptions in the case of outstanding
students) graduate status in mathematics, physics, biology,
or electrical engineering and at least one good foundation
course in real variables, harmonic snalysis, or orobability
hm»

He=&lt;

 Mm rw take 22 +hg degceription of the course the state
 book.

hy signed as you requested.

5: rT weincers’-- yours.

Torb-ri Wiener

Au

£5TP gg Wr
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January 15, 1956

Mr, Jason Epstein
Random House Inc,
157 -dison Avenue
Year To 22. New Tor}

Deg ‘nae

Many thanks for your I3etter of Jamuary 9th. The
copying of the book is nrogressing rapidly without
hitches and I shall cer ai. v ‘ale to grt it to
vou sometime early in Fehr“

I don't think that it will be aporopriate to
treat the book £3 a diary with entries at each date,
This would involve very considerable rewriting as
I have coneived it not as &amp; record of James! activities
day by day but rather as a report written much later
at a time at which the dates of the individual records
would have been lost, This is important, particularly
in view of the contemplative passages which you so
much wished me to write, They would be matters clear
in afterthought, but not matters which it would be
possible to write at the time with the full impact,
T think we shall have to use another solution.

aner

em.
 u. “mmnK



January 1b, 1959

Mr -

a
inl

Dear

The fruit arrived two days ago and came in good
condition. It is delicious and of the first quality.
I want to tell you my appreciation of your kindness
and thoughtfulness.

In my letter of August 15, 1558, I mentioned my
new book. It came out in December, published by The
Technology Press and John . 7° ve. The title * * "Non-
1inesr Problems in Random ©

Thank you apain
mraslf and

Try * + kegt recards

Tours,

xT -

tener

k



January 15, 1959

re va |
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YyAnue
» —.-

goa

n answer to your letter of Decesber 6, 1958,
shat you say is quite correct. It was an overs
sight on my nart although the fundamental fact is
that the meeting failed because of a lack of proper
srders from England, I think that my statement
san be read either way but I admit it was caree
lessly formulated,

 neoys?
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January 15, 1959

Yr, Herr
Len Sehoer

anne - +4

Nevo

I am very sorry that I will not be able to accede
bo your request to address the Institute for Teachers
of Mathematics next August, The fact is that I have
an engagement in July to go to California and lect
are at UL LJA. and I shall need what is left of my
vacation to rest up for next var

Than’ vou for the invita.

Sine—~1v yours

‚u who rt Wiener

mk



RANDOM HOUSE inc

JA I

«
~

457 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N.Y. TELEPHONE PlLaza 1:'2600

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY + LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS «+ ALLARBROUT BOOKS «: THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

January 19, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Norbert:

I am delighted the book will certainly be here early in
February. My dolleagues are now as interested as I am to
see the finished product and to make it ready for the press
I see no reason for us not to count on publication in
September. And this reminds me that you said something
to me about your going to Russia at some point. Will you
be out of the country at the time of publication? If you
will, let me know your schedule and I will try to adjust
publication date so that the book will come out while you
are still in the countrv.

As for my suggestion that you break the text up by means
of dates as in the case of a diary, I know that the material
is not arranged in a simple chronology, but the text does
have a generally regular forward direction. As I recall,
there are very few specific dates given in the text and it
might help the reader if the material were broken up in
sections covering three, four or five year periods. This
would help to orient the reader, as well as to provide you
with breathing places in the narrative. That is, I don't
mean for you to include the specific dates on which various
parts of the story took place, but references to the years
in which various parts of the action took place mtd be .

Sincerely,

2) 1 RR Epstein
JE/id
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- ve , HARVARD UNIVERSITY

156, Curtis Street,
Medford, Massachusetts. January IO,I95C 3

Prolessor Norbert Jeiner.
Professor of Mathematics,
Hassachusetts Institute of Technology,
Massachusetts.

Respected Sir,

My friend Mr. Mohammad Anwer, from Pakistan,
has given me to understand that he sent you a mathematical
paper under the title, 'The ideas of Denumerable Sets and
Measure! soliciting your very valuable criticism thereon.
He further directs me to find out if you could spare some
of your very precious time to look into the some.

In view of the above I take the liberty of
approaching you through this letter and request you to very
kindly inform me as to your views,if any, on the above men-
vioned, which I shall duly communicate to my friend in Pak-
Satan

I am very concious of having encroached upon your
invaluable time and solicit vour forgivenesse.

Thanlting you,
Sincerely,

( oe Mehdi ).
I50, Curtis Street,
Medford. Massachusetts



36621 Bibbins Street
Romulus, Michigan
January 19, 1959

Mr. Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Rd.
Belmont, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Wiener:

Having recently read the article " WHAT WORRIES YOU MOST ABOUT

AMERICA TODAY " in the February issue of Esquire Magazine some

questions have entered my mind about your statement. What do

you actually mean by intellectual work and intellectual integ-

rity? Would 1t be possible for you to give me Information con-

cerning articles or books you have written on this subject so

I could get a clearer understanding of the subject.

Being a mathematics professor at America's greatest engineering

school I know you must be a very busy man but I would appreciate

a reply to this letter if you could find time.

Sincerely yours,

Douglas C. Roach







THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
PROFESSIONAL GROUP CORRESPONDENCE

January 19, 1959
PLEASE ADDRESS
REPLY TO

Hughes Aircraft Company
Julver City, California

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Peter Elias has told me that you will not be able to
accept our invitation to speak at the banquet of the Inter-
national Symposium on Circuit and Information Theory, to be
held at Los Angeles on June 16-18, 1959. Let me say that
we all very much regret that we will not have the pleasure
of having you here, I the moreso since I did have the pleasure
of hearing your most interesting talks at the banquets of
the Information Theory Symposia in 1954 and 1956.

However, I should like to express our thanks to you for
giving our invitation your consideration.

Yours.. truly.

George L. Turin, Chairman
Technical Program Committee
1959 ISCIT

GLT:1Db



January 19, 1959

rofessor BE, J. Akutowics
Mgthemztialra Institutica
Trym TemeE

De»

am wondering if you could possibly have the
sanuscript entitled "harmonic Analysis and Random
5 Funetions® by the late Aurel Vintner and my

I seen to have misvlaced it and need to
w 4° werv badly,

at

 ahdne wou guccegs in Spade.

Urs

 YT orhert Werner

Te nmk



January 70, 1955

Ur, Melvin N, Brenner
Executive Director
The Family Service of Chester County
300 South High Street
“ag? Chester, Pennsylvania

Des 7° « Brenner?

[ am sorry that the earlier letter was lost, Your
letter reaches me just as I am about to take a between
terms trip, When I come back early in February % 8) 11
give the matter my attention,

Sincere” v vours.

Wort Wiener

mm¥



January 19, 1959

¥r, Jagon Epstein
Random House Inc.
57 Madison Avenue
Maw ““~rle £7, New York

Dear Jas~r

My maruseript is about a third copied anc 4 shall
have my secretary send it to you early u) Febmr)
either before or after I return from my trin.
and I shall be in New York the first week in
and hore to get a chance to look you upe

I have great hopes that you will like the manuw
seript, AB you know, it 1s very hard to estimate the
number of words until I have a clean copys But my
ruess at present is that my manuseript will not ex
ceed 80,000 words except vossible by a trivial amount.
It may even be less.

~+= looking forvard to seeing vou.

5.TLncerely vours,

Norbert Yiener

ls penke



January 19, 1959

Dre Iago Caldston
The New York Academy of Medicine
? East 103 Street
Wars "rt 29, Hew York

vy
Lo

Tatami e 77m

wpe to be in New York with my wife the first week
nd I shall make every effort nossivle to
 nes roing well with us and we will

“

- or
Ay &gt; saan=

Jincerely yours,

0717 Kiener

TTemmk



January 19, 1959

Professor BE, J. MeShane
bepartrent © Matbematic
Inivers‘t,y rr’ Yir-=
"harlottesvy’

‘eay Professor ¥~Shan-

My wife and 1 are taking an intereterm trio dcun
to Florida and may possibly pasa through Charlottesvilie,
[f we do, I should like the opportunity for a bri.
talk with you concerning the work I have underway, and
narticularly concerning the impressions you have
ny book

I shall try to get in touch with vou in nassing
through, but there is not time for me to receive a
letter from vou unless vou would cars to writs ¢

‘rhert Wiener
+ 15 &gt; Tür Homer

Hoanita.,
Tanner evant

Toy - 4
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January 19, 1959

"rofessor Bayard Hankin
Department of Mathematlcs
Case Institute of Technology
10900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 6, Ohio

Dear Rankin

I have received your letter of January 9th and as
soon as I have received your preface, I shall give it
the once~over with any criticisms I have. As to the
nathematicians to view the book, I should particularly
like Mark Kac and Feller, Another man we should try
to get for foreign contacts is Paul Levy of the Ecole
Polytechnicue in Paris, OCrenander and D+» "11 be
very good and I suggest Cramer in Sweden

Did I by any chance send you ajoint manmuscrint
oy the late Aurel Wintner and myself entitled "Harmonic
Analysis and Random Time Functions"? It would have
heen about eight or nine months ago, I have mislaid
it and need to find it very badly,

D3em TOUrS,

arhert Wiener

TTemmk



Jamary 1&gt;, 1059

Or. 5. Schule
Evangelische Akademi
Hofmannetr, 65
Erlangen. Germe

Dear Dre Schu

I regret very much that I will be unable tn
participate in your symposium from the 30th o”
August to the 2nd of September of this year, The
fact is that I am quite tired at present and that
need the summer months for recuperation. I wish
you all success in your project and feel very
syrpathetie towards it.

TTRLY Yours,

Norbert Wiener
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January 19, 1959

Mr, Theodore Shedlovsky
The Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research
f6th Street and York Avenue
New York 21, New York

Dear Shedlovsky”

I hope to be in New York with my wife the first
week in February and I shall make every effort poscible
te look you up, Things are going well with me and we
wi" have a lot to talk over.

Fan! forward to seginr vou.

Sincerely yours,

Horbert Wiener
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I share/do not share your concern.

Please send program information

I would accept speaking engagements at our mutual con-
venience. Yes No

I would meet with others of like mind to consider ways
and means of contributing to "the education of peoples".

Yes No

Name

Address
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INTRODUCTION
By Victor F. Weisskopf

Professor of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Professor Max Born is one of the few men who conceived the great ideas upon which rests
our fundamental knowledge of the laws of nature. He was one of the men who discovered the

strange laws of quantum mechanics which govern the microscopic world of the atom and the
electron. In 1955 he received the Nobel prize for this work. His scientific discoveries are only a
part of his achievements. He is well known as an inspiring teacher and team leader. Every
student of physics reads his books, and the list of his pupils and collaborators includes the most
brilliant physicists of all countries, such as Oppenheimer. Teller. Heisenberg. Condon. von
Neumann and manv others.

Everybody who had contact with him remembers him not only as a brilliant scientist but

also as a man of human warmth and greatness. The problems of mankind are as pressing to him

as the problems of the atom. In the following article he addresses the world from the place of
his retirement after many years of struggle against the secrets of nature and the injustices of
men. It is a warning against the misuse of mankind's great discoveries and an appeal to every
one for clearer thinking and acting in the struggle against self destruction. It is an optimistic
appeal of a man who has seen much evil and abuse but who never lost his belief in a brighter
future of mankind.



Man and the Atom
By MAX BORN

T° begin with a special case, let me say a few words about “Myself and
the Atom.” We, the atom and I, have been on friendly terms, until

recently. I saw in it the key to the deepest secrets of Nature, and it revealed
to me the greatness of creation and the Creator. It supplied me with

satisfactory work, in research and teaching, and thus provided me with a
livelihood. But now it has become the source of deep sorrow and

apprehension, to myself as well as to everybody else.

Since the destruction of Nagasaki and Hiroshima the atom has become
a specter threatening us with annihilation. We ourselves have exorcised the

phantom, it has served us faithfully for a while, but now it is insubordinate.
How has this come about? Should we not have anticipated that the creature

bred by us could one day outgrow us and become dangerous? Would it then
aot be better to have nothing to do with it? Or is it still in our power to
came it and to use it as our servant?

These are the questions which I wish to discuss and to try to illuminate:

They are fundamental questions for the human race. I cannot answer them,

but I can express a few ideas, some of which the atom itself has taught us;

we have to keep these ideas in our minds if we wish to master it. For the

word “atom” does not stand here for the tiny particle that, when assembled
in large numbers, exercises terrible forces, but for the science which has
discovered this particle and its collective power. And the word “man” stands
not only for the rational being that has created atomic science and harnessed
atomic power, but also for the man in the street, who knows nothing of all
that and who reads in his newspapers of a danger which he does
aot understand.

| HAVE TO DEAL WITH HUMAN PROBLEMS

In fact, it is only a manner of speech to say that the atom has become

dangerous, or that the atomic physicists have brought its danger into being:
The source of the danger is in all of us, because it is the weakness and

passion of ordinary human beings.

Therefore, the physical and technical aspects will play only a small part
in my considerations. I have to deal with human problems, both historical

and political. However, I am a physicist, and in thinking about history and
politics I cannot help using methods which I have learned in my science.
True science is philosophical; physics, in particular, is not only a first step
toward technology, but a way to the deepest layers of human thought. Just
as three hundred years ago physical and astronomical discoveries dethroned



medieval scholasticism and opened the way for a new philosophy, today we

are witnessing a movement which, starting from apparently insignificant
physical phenomena, leads to a new turn in philosophy. It is just this way of
thinking, rooted in atomic physics, that may contribute to an understanding
of the dangers of the atomic age and thus to preventing them.

Fatal dangers they certainly are: The human race has today the means
for annihilating itself — either in a fit of complete lunacy, ie, in

a big war, by a brief fit of destruction, or by careless handling of atomic
technology, through a slow process of poisoning and of deterioration in its
genetic structure.

COULD THIS CRISIS HAVE BEEN AVOIDED?

Was this development unavoidable? Were human beings not able to live
very well without probing into the mysteries of the structure of matter
which led to the danger of self-destruction? In more general terms: Is

technical progress, based on the knowledge of natural laws, an inescapable
necessity, like a law of nature itself?

If this should be true, what sense could there be in our endeavor to

direct it and to give it a reasonable purpose? Should we not better accept a

fatalistic attitude and live gaily from day to day? . .

Averaged over all the nations of the earth, the increase in the degree of
civilization is undeniable. From 1700 on, it has become rapid and

breathtaking. In the end, it has led to the discovery of atomic forces and of
nuclear energy, and, in this way, to a crisis in the life of the human race.

In my opinion, . . . the question whether this crisis of existence could

have been avoided must be answered with a clear “No.” A short review of

the history of atomic science will corroborate this conclusion. . . .

In 1938, Hahn and Strassmann found that when a uranium isotope

absorbs a neutron it becomes unstable and splits into two parts of almost

equal size. The detailed investigation of this “fission” process revealed that
a few neutrons are emitted at the same time; if other uranium nuclei are hit

by these neutrons, a chain reaction results which sets free an enormous

amount of energy.

In 1942 a group of physicists in Chicago led by Enrico Fermi succeeded
in constructing a reactor (or “pile”) in which this process went on in a
controllable manner.

At this point, I am tempted to allow some free play to my imagination:
How would things have turned out if there had been no war at that time?

[ presume that everything would have gone in essentially the same way,



though somewhat slower. The first reactor might have been built 5 or 10

years later, somewhere in the civilized world. The politicians and military
leaders would, of course, have gotten wind of the thing. But the difficulties
and expenses of producing an atomic bomb are so gigantic that it may be

doubted whether anything would have been achieved without the acute
pressure of war. The Western parliaments would have hesitated before

voting colossal sums for a project the feasibility of which could only be
proved on paper. There might have been time to consider the consequences
and to attempt an international arrangement for avoiding the danger of
atomic war.

A HISTORICAL ACCIDENT

But it did not happen like that. The process was accelerated by a

historical accident, like a chemical reaction by a catalyzer. The accident
consisted in the fact that the discovery of nuclear fission was made in

Germany during the initial period of national-socialistic rule.

I had to leave Germany, like many others, and I have witnessed the
terror which engulfed the rest of the world when Hitler's initial successes

made it appear possible that he might subjugate all the peoples of the world.
[f Germany were able to construct an atomic bomb before the other nations

there was no salvation. Even Einstein, who had been a pacifist all his life,

shared this fear and was persuaded to warn President Roosevelt. That was

‘he beginning of a startling development. Enormous means were provided,
a gigantic organization was created, and the best scientific and technical
brains set to work. The result was the first explosion of an atomic bomb at

the experimental station at Alamogordo in the United States (July 1945).

Up to this point everything went quite “normally,” in view of the
political situation: The politicians and soldiers were acting with circum-
spection according to their duty; and the physcists, chemists, and engineers
did their national service at the place where they were most useful; they
were having unlimited means available for the investigation of a new,

fascinating branch of science and were promoted in the social scale to the
rank of VIP’s.

THE TRAGIC TURN

The tragic turn was the decision to use the new weapon by dropping

two bombs on densely populated Japanese cities. Who was responsible for
‘his decision? President Truman gave the order after listening to many

advisors. Amongst these were not only politicians and soldiers but also lead-
ing scientists. It is true that a group of atomic scientists gave warning and
correctly predicted the consequences in a report sent to the Secretary of War;



the report bears the name of the chairman of the committee, James Franck,

my old friend and colleague from bygone peaceful times in Gottingen. But
another group of eminent physicists were in favor of the dropping of
the bombs.

L have used the word “responsibility” — not “guilt.” For who would

be presumptuous enough to judge men who, under the stress of war, acted

according to their best knowledge and conscience? The justification for the
horrible decision which is usually offered is that it speeded up the end of the
war and saved the lives of hundreds of thousands of soldiers, not only
Americans but also Japanese. Not mentioned are the hundreds of thousands
of Japanese civilians — men, women, and children — who were sacrificed.

Or, if they are mentioned, it is said that their destruction was not essentially
different from what all belligerents were doing in ordinary air attacks. And,
indeed, nobody can deny this. But can a big crime be justified by the
statement that we are accustomed to committing many smaller crimes?

OUR COLLECTIVE GUILT

[ am not afraid to use the word “crime,” but I shall not call any single

person a criminal. What we are concerned with is collective guilt, the decay
of our ethical consciousness, for which we are all to blame, myself included

— though I have had nothing to do with the development of nuclear

physics. A few of my colleagues in different countries will agree with me,
but many more will contradict me sharply and say: “That is sentimental

nonsense’; or “you have to serve your country and not ask questions”; or

“you have convinced yourself that all this has been a necessary development,
hence spare us your moral indignation.”

The last objection is a serious one: how can you speak about guilt and

collective crime when you have recognized the inevitability of the de-
velopment from the savage with bow and arrow to the airman with an
atomic bomb? |. . .

THE DUAL NATURE OF THE WORLD

We believe in natural laws and rely on their validity in everyday life.
But we human beings are part of Nature and subject to her laws. Therefore,

what we do should be just as predetermined as any natural process. But we

regard ourselves as creatures capable of forming opinions and of acting on
the basis of free decisions; we therefore pass judgment on human actions,

calling them good or bad, just or unjust. How can we do this if every

human action is nothing but a part of predetermined, automatic process?
The contradiction seems insoluble. Only two possibilities seem to exist:

either one must believe in determinism and regard free will as a subjective



illusion, or one must become a mystic and regard the discovery of natural
laws as a meaningless intellectual game. Metaphysicians of the old schools

have proclaimed one or the other of these doctrines, but ordinary people
have always accepted the dual nature of the world. Bohr’s idea of

complementarity is a justification of the common people’s attitude, because
it directs attention to the fact that even a rigorous science like physics has

reconciled itself to the use of complementary descriptions, which provide a
true image of the world only when they are combined.

I am convinced that Bohr is right, and therefore I am not afraid to

regard certain features of human history as governed by laws, and at the
same time to speak of responsibility and guilt. . .

A SECRECY ILLUSION

During the eleven years since the first atomic explosion, the alliance
directed against Hitler has dissolved and the cold war started between the
two groups of states which are usually called the East and the West.

How little the essence of scientific knowledge has penetrated into men’s
consciousness, was revealed by the period that followed the end of the war.

Many American politicians believed that the technical advantage of the
West could be preserved by secrecy. The effect of this was to hinder the

progress of research on their own side and, through the ensuing witchhunt,
to bring about a serious danger to those civil liberties which are the pride
of their country. Nothing could prevent the Russians from confirming a
known fact of nature and from exploiting it technically. The explosion of
their first uranium bomb in 1949 broke the American monopoly, and when
the development of the hydrogen bomb began, the Russians drew level with
the West.

LESS CLEVERNESS AND MORE WISDOM

The hydrogen bomb is based on quite a different nuclear process from
that used in the uranium bomb, for instead of the fission of heavy nuclei use
is made of the fusion of light ones: a helium nucleus is produced from two
protons and two neuttons. It is well known that this reaction is the source

of the energy of the stars, which they radiate into space. It is the process
which keeps the sun shining and so makes life on earth possible. In the

central regions of the stars, temperature and pressure are so high that the
fusion process goes through a chain of intermediate reactions. Similar

conditions of temperature and pressure can now be produced on earth by
asing a uranium bomb for ignition, and the result is the so-called themo-
nuclear explosive device. The energy set free in such an explosion can be a

thousand times greater than in the case of a uranium bomb, and it is possible



to make bombs of any size, and comparatively cheaply. The hydrogen bomb
is an absolutely devilish invention, and there was opposition to its manu-

facture in the USA. The man who had directed the production of the first

aranium bomb, Robert Oppenheimer, tried to resist the production of the
hydrogen bomb, but without success. . . . The principal promoter of the

hydrogen bomb was Edward Teller, who not only developed its theory, but
also agitated for its production. Thus he has inscribed his name in the book
of world history — whether on the debit or on the credit side the future will

reveal. Teller’s own justification, of course, is this: if we do not make this

bomb, the Russians will. As a matter of fact, the first H-bomb explosion in
Russia took place only a short time afterwards. Both of these men,
Oppenheimer and Teller, as well as Fermi and other participants in this
work, including some of the Russian physicists, were once my collaborators

in Gottingen long before all these events, at a time when pure science still

existed. It is satisfying to have had such clever and efficient pupils, but I
wish they had shown less cleverness and more wisdom. I feel that I

am to blame if all they learned from me were methods of research, and

nothing else. Now their cleverness has precipitated the world into a
desperate situation.

NOT MUCH WOULD BE LEFT

Both camps, East and West, have a sufficient number of bombs to

destroy mutually all big cities and industrial centers with the help of
airplanes and of guided and ballistic missiles. I shall make no attempt to
compete with novel writers and journalists in describing the horror of
atomic war. Yet, it is necessary to remember that the unrestricted appli-
cation of atomic weapons would lead not only to the destruction of definite

targets, but also to the radioactive poisoning of the atmosphere, which will
spread over the whole globe. Even the few experimental bombs which have
been exploded for “research” purposes in remote corners of the earth have

increased the radioactivity of the atmosphere significantly. After actual
nuclear warfare, not much would be left of our civilization. The survivors

of the bombs would suffer agonizing death through radiation sickness:
friend and enemy, belligerent and neutral. man, animal, and plant.

The leading statesmen of the big atomic powers are in the habit of
declaring that a great war has become impossible. But neither their own

Foreign Offices, nor the governments of smaller states take much notice of

such declarations. The old diplomatic game, the bargaining and quarreling
about small advantages, continues as if nothing had happened. The reluctance
of the Great Powers to be involved in serious conflict is used by smaller
nations for blackmail. East and West are pursuing atomic armament because

they distrust one another and are under the illusion that they can gain



security by intimidation. The word “war” is avoided, but warlike actions,
the breaking of international law, and the application of brute force, are
perpetrated under other names — as we have recently witnessed in Hungary

and in Egypt.

SUCH IS THE CRAZY SITUATION

Immensely expensive preparations are constantly being made for a war
which must under no circumstances be allowed to come about.

Such is the crazy situation in which we find ourselves. It looks as if our

civilization were condemned to ruin by reason of its own structure. . ..

There is no doubt that the human race is in an acute crisis. At the

present time, fear alone enforces a precarious peace. However, that is an

unstable state of affairs, which ought to be replaced by something better.

THE ONLY WAY OUT

We do not need to look far in order to find a more solid basis for

the proper conduct of our affairs: it is the principle which is common to all

great religions and with which all moral philosophers agree; the principle
which in our own part of the world is taught by the doctrine of Christianity;

the principle which Mahatma Gandhi had actually carried into practice,
before our own eyes, in liberating his own country, India, from foreign
domination: it is the renunciation of force in the pursuit of political aims.

Fifty years ago, when I was young, this statement would have been

regarded as utopian and foolish. Today, I am able to express it without
raising doubts as to my sanity. It is very likely that tomorrow, not the
pacifists, but the bellicose will be regarded as fools, for the experiences of
the last fifty years have left an impact on the minds of men. Yet, I feel

unequal to the task of analyzing and discussing this immense problem in all
its aspects. What would I be able to add to the words of the great poets

and prophets of our time? I have in mind the address given by Albert

Schweitzer when he received the Nobel Peace Prize; the declaration pub-
lished by Albert Einstein, a short time before his death, together with
Bertrand Russell and other scholars of many nations; the Mainau manifesto

signed by 52 Nobel laureates; and many other similar declarations. Today,
these voices no longer die away unheard, for the man in the street — and

perhaps also some of the great of this world — listen to them.

SOME WHO ARE CAUGHT IN THE GEARS

[ am not blind to the difficulties of current policies: the conflict of

interests and the clash of ideologies, of races, and of religions. But when in



human history have such problems ever been solved by war? Usually, one
war has only led to the next one. Is there any possible political aim which

would justify the risk of atomic war? There are a great many politicians
and journalists who reply to the warnings of the experts with catchwords
such as “atomic hysteria,” and “bomb defeatism.” Such politicians and
journalists are either shortsighted, or fanatics and therefore evil, or else

they represent one of the numerous groups of people to whose advantage
it is — or seems to be — that wars be prepared for, or even fought: Such

people are the industrialists who profit from the production of armaments;
soldiers who like military life with its romantic tradition, and who prefer
blind obedience to personal responsibility; officers, generals, admirals, and
air marshals, whose profession is the preparing and fighting of wars; and,
lastly, physicists, chemists, and engineers, who invent and manufacture new
kinds of weapons. It is impossible to stabilize the present state of precarious

peace based on fear, without giving these people other aims in life.

There is no general recipe for doing this. However, I am able to say
a few words about the physicists, whose mentality is known to me. . . .

The physicists are not the mysterious, sinister figures they are represented
to be in a certain popular literature, but ordinary people gifted with a
particular talent. Their ethics have nothing to do with their science. They
regard as good what is beneficial to their country, just as all other citizens
do. But at the same time they are strongly conscious of a particular mission
— and this leads me to a question of supreme importance which I have so

far oinitted from my consideration.

CREEPING DANGERS

The discovery of nuclear energy is not only a threat, a danger to the

existence of mankind, but also the means of deep penetration into the
secrets of Nature, and thereby of technical progress. It is, indeed, without
exaggeration, the salvation of human civilization from another creeping
danger, namely, the exhaustion of the fossil fuels — coal and oil.

The atomic reactors produce not only explosives but also two other
things which are of the utmost importance: radioactive isotopes and energy.

A discussion of radioactive isotopes would be beyond the scope of
this article, and therefore I shall say only a few words about them. As far
as I can see, there are four important fields for the application of radio-

active isotopes: (1) As natural clocks in the investigation of geological,
cosmological, and archaeological chronology. (2) As highly sensitive indi-
cators or ‘‘tracers,” to show the presence and the movement of various

substances in physical, chemical, metallurgical, and physiological processes.
(3) As a means of accelerating the rate of mutations and thereby producing



new species of organisms for theoretical study of genetics and practical
use in agriculture. (4) As a powerful tool in medical diagnosis and therapy,
particularly in the treatment of cancer. Each of these fields has been revolu-

tionized by the use of isotopic methods; much has been achieved already
and much more can be expected. But all this belongs only indirectly to
my subject.

The question of energy production, however, bears on my subject
directly. Our civilization rests entirely on the exploitation of the fossil
fuels, coal and oil, with a small contribution from water power. These fuels

are at present still being produced — or rather, extracted — from their

limited deposits in sufficient quantity. But the day is approaching when the
output will not equal the demand. In spite of numerous wars, the number

of human beings has increased tremendously during the last 150 years, in
a roughly exponential manner, with a doubling period of about 100 years,
as the following figures show:

In the year 1800 1850 1900

existed about 900 1250 1600

15 ny

2500 million people.

The demand for energy — and that for foodstuffs too — must increase at

least at the same rate, and actually increases considerably faster than the

world population, since the populations of vast territories, mainly in Asia
and Africa, still live under conditions which lag far behind those of the
more advanced countries, and are keen to catch up.

Since the total store of fuel is limited, one needs no great gift for

brophecy to predict the approach of a fuel crisis for civilized man.

JUST IN TIME — IF . .

How the long-term problem of the supply of food is to be solved,
is probably unknown even to the experts in nutrition; but as to the problem

of the supply of energy, the discovery of methods for liberating nuclear
energy has come just in time to avert a catastrophe. The deposits of
aranium and thorium are sufficient for many generations, even if the

demand for energy, made by the backward nations, should increase to the

level of those made by the Europeans, Americans, and Australians. Vigorous
research is also being made into the problem of how to make the fusion
of hydrogen a controllable reaction; the raw material for this process is
available in unlimited quantity. The technical difficulties, such as the re-
moval of radioactive waste products, are great, but presumably surmountable.

The atomic physicists are conscious of their responsibility for this
development, without which our civilization would collapse miserably from
lack of energy; and they are working devotedly in order to solve the scien-



tific, technological, economical, and social problems connected with the
new source of energy. But these special problems are outside my subject,
which is how mankind as a whole is reacting to the new situation.

THE KEY — ON ONE CONDITION

It is as if fate were putting man to the test, saying to us: You want

to live, to increase in number, and to improve your conditions — I am

giving you the key to your future, but on one condition: that you give up
your quarrels, suspicions, and brute force. If you refuse, woe betide you.

Will the warning be heeded?...

Amongst Christians . . . it should be sufficient to take the teaching of

Christ seriously and to measure good and bad not with a national, but with

a human gauge. Never in history was this demand so pressing, never the

punishment for refusing it so obvious.

These considerations have naturally led to powerful propaganda for
the abolishment of nuclear weapons by international agreement. To be
frank, I do not think much of these efforts. For even if a war between

Great Powers should break out and be conducted initially with conventional
weapons — with increasing stress, no nation can be expected to renounce

the use of any weapon it may see necessary for its salvation. In fact, military
leaders in the USA have declared they would not wait for extreme

emergency, but that in case of attack, they would strike at once against the
Eastern bloc with nuclear weapons. I am convinced that the only way to

avoid general destruction is the general renunciation of the use of force in

political conflict, combined with progressive disarmament. Instead of the
propaganda for the prohibition of atomic weapons, I recommend a vigorous
campaign of enlightenment about the nature of total war. The beautiful

idea of thie hero who fights and dies for his country, his wife, and his child,
is out of date. Very likely, wife and child will be victims of the atomic

bomb long before the soldier, who is better protected in his dug-out or
tank; and the mother country, after being saved from aggression, will look
like a landscape on the moon.

THE IRON LAW OF NATURE

Now if we assume that in the future the Great Powers will avoid war,

at first from fear, and later perhaps from better motives: and that they
will prohibit or at least restrict warlike conflicts between minor nations:
what kind of a peace will it be?

Hardly a comfortable peace, a paradise on earth, of which I, like many
others. have often dreamed. Even if organized and industrialized mass



murder should be stopped, there will be no end to conflict, because of the

iron law which Nature has decreed for all living beings. Science and
technology will then follow their tendency to rapid expansion unhampered,
and in an exponential fashion, until saturation sets in. But that does not

necessarily imply an increase of wealth, still less of happiness, as long as
the number of people increases at the same rate, and with it their need

for food and energy. At this point, the technical problems of the atom
touch social problems, such as birth control and the just distribution of
goods. There will be hard fighting about these problems; if not with
deadly weapons, then with the more civilized weapons of the mind. Even

if the specter of the atomic bomb is successfully exorcised, the specter of
the exponential growth will see to it that a completely carefree and restful

life will never be achieved. In the background, there will always be the
danger of self-destruction through the release of nuclear energy, as punish-
ment for relapse into political barbarism.

We have just witnessed with horror such a relapse. For once, we have

been saved by the reaction of public opinion throughout the world: public
opinion — that means ourselves. And every one of us can contribute to

its becoming more powerful every day.

CRY,

Published as an educational service by the Society for Social Responsibility in Science
(Pamphlet #4) and the American Friends Service Committee. Reprinted, with permission,
from the June 1957 issue of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 5734 University Ave.,
Chicago 37, Ill. 20¢ each, 6 for $1, 40 for $5, postpaid, from SSRS, 900 Woods Road,
Southampton. Pa.. or from AFSC. 20 South 12th Street. Philadelphia 7. Pa.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE, AND THE ARTS

MINNEAPOLIS 14

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS January 20, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Mass,

Dear Professor Wiener:

Would you please give me a frank evaluation of the
research ability and promise of Professor Pesi R, Masani?
I would also like to know your opinion of him as a scholar,
teacher. and cooperative person,

[ would appreciate any information you can give me.

Yours sincerely,
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Huntington Park, California
5051 Fishburn Avenue

January 20, 1959

Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
cambridee, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener.

Someone once said that "philosophy, to be
philosophy, must consider every known fact?

It has been my lot, my compulsion, for the past twenty-eight years
to gather all available facts and synthesize them with all knowledge.
I have done it with intellectual integrity, allowing my conclusions
and intuitions to lead me towards the whole Truth concerning men,
life and the universe and the scheme of evolution.

I endeavored to present my conception of the Truth, practically
and concisely, in a manuscript titled ALL THE ANSWERS, which now
lies with Arthur Schlesinger Jr. I placed the original of the Ms.
with Vantage Press, subsidy publishers, for publication.

There are many glaring or obvious facts which have been ignored,
and are still being ignored by our intellectuals and philosophers.
There is much knowledge, of primary importance, which has been
ignored; and it has been ridiculed; it has been repugnant to
intellectuals and philosophers alike, and it is highly distasteful
so financiers, commercialists, industrialists and politicians -
those who control the affairs of the nation - and control the
thinking of the masses and intimidate the intellectuals or theologians
sho might publicly deviate from the pseudo philosophies, or tenets
r policies of the existing reiecn of finance, business and industry.

I have reference to socalled "occult" knowledge, particularly the
science of Astrology and the knowledge gained by clairvoyance, the
seventh sense that is involuntarily active in many people and used
voluntarily by trained clairvoyants, and it is potential in every
human - because every humsn has a Pineal Gland.

There are many people in the world today who have voluntarily
developed positive clairvoyant ability, the ability to activate
the pituitary and pineal glands, at will, and leave the physical body
and perceive the inner structures and workings within the human and
all things, and they are able to function in the inner worlds,
9 la Swedenborg, and consciously remember what is perceived in the
inner worlds, after re-entering the physical body.

You have a Vital Body and a Desire Body, and when your physical |
ody is in the state of sleep your vital body is restoring the
physical while you are attuned to the next world by your desire body,
asing it as a vehicle. And your "dreams" are the distorted impressions
&gt;f what you perceived while attuned to the next world.
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It 1s as simple as that, Norbert, and it is a Fact - one that should
sheke the world out of its complacent ignorance, and, I hope, cause
the Intelligentsia of America to face facts and form honest conclusions
from the consideration of all facts = the facts as I tried to clearly
oresent, in my poor manner, in the Ms. mentioned.

I am not a scholar, in that I do not use scholarly words in a pleasing
nanner and I lack accuracy, as to detail. I write practically and
soncisely - too concisely, perhaps. But I hold that one should think
and feel and heed the intuition, rather than memorize what someone else
nas written, in order to rightlv Know and Understand.

I know that what I wrote in the Ms, will be uncomprehendable, for the
most part, because it is so foreign to present intelligence, but all
through it I stressed the point to heed the intuition and the feelings
of the heart. The Ms. does contain the gist, the facts and criteria,
of the whole Truth concerning everything - the self-evident truth.
And I hold with Emerson, "The soul is the perceiver and revealer of truth"

Therefore, I addressed the Individual, thusly: "Dear Reader: This is
a story of everything concerning you as a permanent, evolutionary
3itizen of the universe?

Every individual needs a true philosophy, and the World needs
A COMPLETE PHILOSOPHY CF TRUTH - the title of a Ms. I laboriously typed
in 1940, with two fingers, Of course it was not published - it was not
the Time, I think that the time has come for the fulfillment of what
christ predicted, "Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free? And He meant free in every way - mentally, spiritually
and physically - freedom to leave the physical body, at Will, as many
are doing today. There are individuals right now roaming the inner worlds,
nelping people from within and gathering knowledge and gaining experience
for themselves. I know that to be a Fact.

But I am not clairvoyant, Professor Wiener, but I do have Intuition,
of a high degree, and I am able to logically demonstrate, with Facts,
that what I know intuitively is the truth.

And I know that when you read The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception, by
Max Heindel, a trained clairvoyant, you will find that it commands
authority = from within vourself. Your real self will ssnction it.

deindel, or Carl Louis von Grasshoff, was of German-Danish descent,
and he was an engineer for the Cunard Steamship Line and an engineer
for the city of Los Angeles in 1905. He voluntarily developed positive
clairvoyant ability and wrote the Cosmo-Conception, which he copyrighted
in 1909, and in 1911 he and his wife acquired a tract of land near
Jceanside, California and founded The Rosicrucian Fellowship, one of
the seven schools of the lesser Nysteries in the world today.

In 1930 I came upon the Cosmo-Conception in the L.A. public library
and subsequently started teking a free correspondence course in Astrology
from the Fellowship. I have studied and checked upon the Science ever
since then, and I have the peculiar ability for Astrology; it is a
rue Science, in spite of the fact that Webster's dictionary defines it
as a "pseudo" science. I can demonstrate the truth of it.
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There are three more primal factors in true philosophy - Rebirth,
Determinism and Free Will - the freedom to choose and hold Ideas or
Images in the mind, and couple them, or ensoul them, with Sincere Desire
- just Prayer, if you please.

Abstract Ideas may be freely formed in the Imaginative Faculty and
ansouled with Desire, and they become Concrete and are mechanically
deposited in the Subconscious Memory, in the negative atoms of the
reflecting ether of the Vital Body, there to remain as a Record of the
life until it is engraven upon the Superconscious Memory just subsequent
to the death of the physical body. It is the Record, engraven upon the
Life Spirit part of the Ego, which determines the experiences we have to
indergo in the physical world, experiences determined by the Recording
Angels or Lords of Destiny whose helpers mold a vital body and place it
in the womb of the future mother of the Ego, and a seed-atom of the
physical body is placed in a spermatozoon of the father - before copulation
which is a predetermined act, a mechanical act, as are all physical acts
in the physical world.

Nhen a person is born all the Cosmic Rays peculiar to the moment and
place are drawn in with the oxygen inspired with the first breath and
the Rays form grooves in the vital body through which they flow all
juring life and activate the Endocrine Glands, creating hormones and
nounterbalancers, thus causing the peculiarities of the individual.

Now, let us consider a couple of scientific facts, relative to Determin-
ism and the Subconscious Memory, and you may deduce how my mind works =
20W I correlate Facts with "occult" or intuitive knowledge.

As I stated, I can prove Astrology - that is easy. But you want proof
of physical determinism - there is scientific proof, apart from the
astablished "reign of law" of Science.

No doubt you are aware that Doctor Alexis Carrel was a great and
accredited scientist: Nobel prizewinner in Medicine (1912), senior staff
member of the research department of Rockefeller Institute, and author
&gt;f several books, notably Man, the Unknown, an international bestseller
in 1936 - in which he stated: "clairvoyants perceive not only events
spatially remote, but also past and future events!”

At a public lecture in Baltimore in 1936 Carrel said, "We know positively
that clairvovants have the ability to accurately predict future events?

Carrel investigated the phenomenon of clairvoyance in man over a period
of thirty-five years. In his bock he stated, "The facts of prediction
sf the future lead us to the threshold of an unknown world"?

Now, Professor, where is the "intellectual integrity" of our "intellectual
component" - to use a phrase of yours and a phrase of Nathan M, Pusey,
as set forth in Esquire in the article What Worries You Most About
America Todav??

Since it was ascertained by an accredited scientist that the future
nay be accurately predicted, does it not follow that all physical action
is mechanical, predetermined and related? Why have our intellectuals
ignored the subsequent conclusion? I would answer: because of Determinism.
- because Attraction and Repulsion operates in the Desire Body relative
to an Idea - Ideas are Repelled or Attracted; there is Interest or
Indifference engendered in the desire body, mechanically.
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So, our intellectuals have not been Interested in occult knowledge -
they have been Indifferent to it - they have found it to be Repugnant.

Determinism poses a seemingly great problem in human psychology,
morals and responsibility, but only because of ignorance of Rebirth and
the facts relative to Free Will and the workings of the Subconscious
Memory - Concrete Ideas, ensouled with wrong desire, may be eliminated
from the subconscious memory structure by Confession and Sincere
Penitence - just the desire for "forgiveness of sins as a Catholic
desires as he goes to a Priest to confess, or as an individual might go
to a Psychiatrist to get his wrong desire-ensouled, or feeling-ensouled,
[deas eliminated from within him, the molecular structures resident in
the vital body structure which are mechanically deposited there.

And that gets us to the cause and workings of the very important
Subconscious Memory =- that which is unfolded before the individual just
subsequent to death, in the way of a Panorama of Life, that which is
experienced by people who nearly drown or nearly freeze or fall from a
neight, like parachutists, who have often experienced the phenomenon.

There is scientific evidence of the workings of the subconscious memory
Doctor Wilder Penfield, Director of the Montreal Neurological Institute,
found that when he touched a speck of brain tissue with a fine wire
electrode the patient, fully conscious, had recollections of past
sxperiences, with attendant sounds and feelings. In other words, the
subconscious memory may be artificially activated - and it may also be
activated by Hypnosis - to recall a detail of the past life,

Doctor Penfield reported his findings to the National Academy of Sciences
in the early part of 1958, and the phenomenon was called "The Tape Recorder
in your Brain" the title of an article in Coronet for Sept. 1958.

If you care to read page 91 of The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception you
#ill find an explanation of how the subconscious memory comes into being,
and the Purpose of it: "to serve as arbiters of the man's destiny in the
rost-mortem state?! to quote from Heindel,

After the individual reviews the Panorama of Life in the etheric region
&gt;f the physical world, to which he is attuned by the vital body, the
individual becomes attuned to Purgatory by the desire body - and suffers
the consequence of wrong desires and acts, mechanically engendered
juring life in the physical world.

Heretofore, individuals have been ignorant of the cause and mechanics
of their behavior - and have suffered as a consequence, in this life
and in Purgatory and in past lives. Now we have the Truth - which
"shall make you free" - because of Knowledge and Understanding and
Real Intellectuality, or real philosophy.

As one philosopher to another, Norbert, may I impose upon you to
consider this knowledge - and the knowledge of Max Heindel?

You may find his works in the public library, at some bookstores, or it
may be had from The Rosicrucian Fellowship, Oceanside, California, for
$3.12, postpaid. They offer a paper-cover edition for $2.08.

I rather think that the World is waiting for the knowledge - waiting
for the Sunrise, or knowledge, which will dispell the darkness of Ignorance

The Intellectuals of Cambridge, of America, have a responsibility.
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I have a project in mind, Professor Wiener, and I have made it known
to Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Henry Kissinger, Paul Tillich, Nathan Pusey
and Morey Bernstein, author of The Search for Bridey Murphy. The latter
is friendly towards me - while Bridey was in her hey-day, and the Hearst
newspapers were blasting her and Morey, I wrote Morey, suggesting that
he read Heindel's Cosmo-Conception, which he did. I recently had word
from him, wishing me luck with my book, from Miami Beach, where he is
vacationing. Such people, and the ones mentioned, should get together
and bring this cockeyed world out of, as I wrote to Arthur, Jr., "the
financial, economic and relations morass in which all peoples of the
vorld are flounderingt

There is a simple way of bringing the world out of chaos and discord:
simply tell the People the Truth about everything and explain Technocracy
to them - how it will work and what it will do - for the individual and
*he world.

It is a simple and effective Way, because the truth will be joyfully
embraced and Technocracy may be easily effected because it is already
shaped up in the Archetypal Region of the Real World where all things
happen first « before they are manifested in this physical world.

flarkening to Science again, the scientists formed the Space-time Concept
or Continuum Theory from the Theory of Relativity and the Quantum Theory,
back in the early thirties. In 1934, before 2500 scientists convened in
London, Sir James Jeans said: "Time and space and the physical world of
substances have no reality apart from our mental concepts of them" and
ne added: "mind is the only reality"

The top scientists declared that "there is a real outer world" and,
in 1940, Doctor Gustaf Stromberg published his book The Soul of the
Jniverse in which he said, "there is a mysterious entity or structure,
space-time, which reaches into everything? "- it has lead scientists
bo believe in a World Soul, or God?

I would like to call your attention to a famous prediction made by
Leo Tolstol over fifty years ago - because of a clairvoyant vision he had.
je said that War, Commercialism and Hypocrisy would end, and that the
nations would perceive the false value of money and that a new system
vould be effected which would greatly benefit the working people.

He predicted the dogmatic religions would lose their influence, that a
teacher would come out of the West and that the world would embrace
cantheism. He predicted that there would be a poetic relationship
setween the sexes. Tolstoli was a determinist, as you may gather from his
Nar and Peace ~ he believed in fatalistic determinism, because he was
clairvoyant, like Plato, Dante, Schopenhauer, and a host of others,
including our own Ralph Waldo Emerson, our own Max Heindel, whose works
nave existed in obscurity - under the guise of "occultism%

{ am 53, Norbert, and my status is that of a poor, common man.
But I know the destiny of the world and mankind - and I know my own destiny

To acheive my destiny, or goal, all I have to do is write, as I am
writing to you, and talk, as I would like very much to talk with you.

May we?
Very sincerely,

Harold TL. McMsnus

on

Vidmat J
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CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS * 308 BAY STATE ROAD * BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS

VPs. 135

NEWS BUREAU January 22, 1959

Prof. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue
cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Prof. Wiener:

I am writing to invite you to participate in a radio pro-
gram which Boston University produces on the CBS-owned station
in Boston, WEEI, Entitled "The Creative Way," the series is
really an investigation into the creative process.

The programs each week feature a man or woman who has made an

original contribution in some field = whether art, music,
literature, science, religion,philosophy, medicine, or some
other area. The "Inquirer" is Dr. Kenneth D. Benne, director
of our Human Relations Center, Dr. Benne usually asks the
"Guest Creator" to identify what he believes to be one of
his most creative endeavors, (This may be either a success
ful accomplishment or one which was not understood or accepted
by critics and the public.) As Dr. Benne talks with the guest,
he attempts to find out the processes that led to the birth
of the idea, the obstacles the person encountered both within
himself and in the external world, and general principles which
may be helpful to others who are trying to increase their
creativity.

Behind our thinking on the series is the knowledge that throughout
history it was the relatively few who thought creatively who
gave us our greatest works of art, music, and literature - and
who paved the way in research for our greatest advances in medi-
cine, science, and invention - advances which have benefited all
peoples. Many experts in the field of creative thinking be-
lieve that the potential for creativity lies in every person



Profs Norbert Wiener Jamary 22, 1959

and that an understanding of what goes on in the mind of crea
tive persons and some of the obstacles that stand in the way
of ideas helps people to become more original and overcome
oroblems,

One of the purposes of the program = and we have many - is to
help the public understand the vast potential in the brains of
all men and the great power for good which may be unleashed
if we can find ways of unlocking some of the ideas which so
often are side-tracked into unreceptive channels. We also wish
to help inspire and stimulate those actively engaged in crea=
tive work or research activities, and we would like to think
that responsible persons in industry and goverment may be
relped to recognize the necessity for original thinking if some
of the greatest problems of the day are to be solved.

For your further information, I am enclosing the original
dress release describing the series as well as some memos
listing previous guésts.

gal” :

The programs are,aired Sunday mornings from 11:05 to 11:30 AM
out are recorded in advance.

Je usuallyrecord oh.Wednesdays, and ow custom is to meet at
the station at 1:45(handhave a preliminar‘ discussiemuntilabout 2330 or 2:45 PM. MWe then record for25 minutes,

NEEL is located at 182 Tremont Street, near the corner of
Boylston and Tremont, and the studios are on the 13th floor.

I hope you will be interested and will want to be one of our
‘guest creators." Invariably, we have found that both our
guests and we have been mutually stimulated and helped by the
discussions.

[ will call you later next week to learn if you will be able
to join us and, if so, to set the recording date.

My good wishes to you in your work.

Cordially,

A (7

Producer, "The Creative Way"
Radio &amp; TV Editor, Boston University

mk spr
Enecs.



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING

LOS ANGELES 24, CALIFORNIA

January 23, 1959

Dr, Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Weiner:

Mr. Michael Barry Marcus is being considered by Engineering
Extension, University Extension, University of California for the
position of part-time instructor for a course in basic electronics
or information theory. He submitted your name as a reference in
sonnection with his avnplication.

We shall appreciate any comments you may wish to offer rela-
ive to his qualifications to undertake such an assignment.

Le A
N. T

J. C.//Dillon, Head
Engineering Extension

JCD:dw
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MARIANNE BESSER 178 Waverly Place, New York City 14, CHelsea 3-0850

January 24, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Enclosed is an outline of a book I am writing, under contract to McGraw-
Hill, and on which I need your help. May I ask you to take a few minutes
of your ‘valuable time to read it before you continue with this letter?

While the circular describes generally what I am looking for from scientists,
I come to you particularly for help with my chapter on mathematics.

As one of the country's leading mathematicians I know you are concerned with
the young person's attitudes towards this field, with methods of making it
attractive and of encouraging talent in mathematics. I believe that you have
worked on improving the teaching of mathematics in schools. Nothing, of
course, can replace &amp; sound education, but I am sure you will agree with me
‘hat the home influence is most important in developing abilities.

I guess your children are grown up by now, but I hope you can remember back
to their school years or even to the years before that.

Can you tell of any way in which you have let your children discover the
challenge and excitement of solving mathematical problems, any wey in which
you introduced numbers to show how much they are part of the life around us.
Almost anything that you have done with your children to stimlate their in-
terest in this fleld or introduce new ldeas in mathematics to them -- even

zames which you think are good for this purpose -- would, I am sure, be most
interesting to parents, as long, of course, as we can hold it simple enough
so that any intelligent layman can understand the suggestion. Please note
that it is important that you include the ages of your children and how old
they were when you did whatever you suggest.

[f you want to make suggestions or comments that would help with any of ny
&gt;ther chapters, such as the one on imegination, or on training the power of
observation and analysis, or on discipline, I would be most happy.

Naturally, I would like to hear from you as soon as possible Dr. Wiener, but
If you can see a clear hour five days from now, I'd rather walt for that than
vet a rushed answer during five minutes today.



I sincerely believe that this book can do &amp; lot to foster a more intelligent
and positive attitude towards science in the youngsters of today, but to
make it a really good book I will need your help. I hope so very much
that you will find the time to write.

Many thanks in advance,

P.S.

Sincerely,
14)
I Nak Qin (Sess

Marianne Besser

If you can give me one or two nanes and addresses of some outstanding
mathematicians or other scientists whom you know to have children and
who might be willing to help me, I'd be most appreciative,



About a Book on Which I Need Your Help

I have a contract with the McGraw-Hill Publishing Company to write a
book tentatively titled Growing Up with Science. : This book had its gen-
sis in my article "How Scientists Have Taught Their Children Science,"
which appeared in THIS WEEK magazine on Father's Day, 1958. Perhaps you
saw it. In the article some of the nation's top scientists told how they
introduced their children to science through shared family activity. Some
of the contributors were: biologist Dr. James Bonner, Antarctic explorer
Dr. Paul Siple, Nobel Prize winners Dr. Glenn Seaborg and Dr. Harold Urey.

As in the article, many of the specific suggestions in the book will
come from scientists. But I would also like to include suggestions from
an additional important group -- parents of Westinghouse Science Talent
Search winners. This letter goes to both groups, and you will be in one
of them. Co

If you are a scientist with children, I know you will have many val-
ueble ideas. (If you are a scientist without children, perhaps you can
look back into your own childhood and recall where your parents or someone
2lose to you might have helped to make you what you are today.)

If you are a parent of a Westinghouse Science Talent Search winner,
your first reaction might be "Well, we never did anything special, it just
happened that way." But when yeu think harder about it, you will probably
remember certain attitudes and instances, activities you stimulated and en-
couraged, projects and even games you planned that helped to make your
~hild the able talented person he (or she) is todav.

That is the kind of thing I am looking for. In fact, let me briefly
outline the essential plan: of the book for you. It may interest you, and
you will see the kind of specific help that I need, ‘and which I hope you
an give me.

The basic tenet of Growing Up with Science is not, of course, to make
a scientist of every child, but to help parents make science a part of
everyday living, and to make some suggestions on how to encourage and de-
velop a scientific talent. Most parents are aware of the need to bring
science into their home lives to complement the teacher's job in the school;
but they are often bewildered as to how, their own knowledge is too limited,
and the library shelves offer little help.

The plan of the book is two-fold. Part I.will have chapters on quali-
ties that should be stimulated in any child, such as curiosity, imagination,
the power to observe and analyze and think independently, memory, concentra-
tion and discipline, dexterity and a good vocabulary. These qualities are
certainly essential in a scientist, and helpful, incidentally, in any field.

Part II will go into the major sciences: mathematics, physics, biol-
ogy and chemistry, and there will be a chapter for the child with engineer-
ing interests and talents. _

{mor



In my covering letter (enclosed) I ask in detail what specific kind
of suggestions I would like frem you, but here are a few points on what I
am generally looking for:

(1) Can you suggest ingenious ways, differing from classroom instruec-
tion, that you have used to stimulate your children's interest in science,
to develop certain qualities, or to help them learn about a special phase
of science? The suggestion can even be in the form of a game or it might
be some special manner of teaching certain ideas. For the chapters on per-
sonality qualities (curiosity, concentration, etc.), your comments can, of
course, describe attitudes and particular incidents showing how in your
Family, for instance, you stimulated imagination. ~~

| (2) The suggestion should not involve any large expenditures to the
parent. Small cost items like cards, butterfly nets, ete. are all right.

(3) Please describe your suggestion or the childhood incident. you use
to illustrate your point fully, so that any parent without scientific knowl-
2dge can follow it easily. The reader will get more out of one fully ex--
plained idea than out of two half explained ones. Please also tell how you
planned the activity (or whatever it was) with your children, giving as
nuch color as possible from your own experience, letting us glimpse fora
noment into your home. If you remember anvthing amusing -- wonderful.

(4) It would help to mention how much time is involved for - the parent --
whether it is something that might be done while mother carries on her work,
or at dinner, or on a Sunday afternoon drive.

(5) Please include your children's names and tell how old they were -
when you did. these things, or for what ages your suggestion mightbesuit-
able. Incidentally, the book is for parents with children from infancy to
fourteen vears old.

Following an outline similar to this one, Dr. Bonner: talked about -
catching and observing butterflies and how his children learned about liv-
ing creatures by doing this, and Dr. Siple told how he demonstrated some
principles of physics to his daughtersbycapitalizingontheirmusical:
Interests. So please don't be alarmed by the detail; your own answer need
probably be no longer than a page or so.

I am sure you will agree with me.that any child of today to hold his
own in the world of temorrow must have an intelligent attitude towards
science, must learn to see it as part of life, not something existing only
in test tubes. I hope. that my book, with‘ your help, will make every par-
ant's job a little easier in this resvbvect.

Marianne Besser
178 Waverly Place
New York 1k. New York



Here is part of Dr. Siple's letter, reproduced.

6 January 1958

Dear Miss Besser:

As you surmised, events pertaining to my recent return from the South Pole
permit little time for me to do all the things I'd like to. However, your request
sounds so reasonable that I'll try to answer it the best I can.

we have three daughters -- Ann Byrd - 17 years old, Jane Paulette - 15 and
Mary Cathrin - 11. The art of trying to make a game out of home teaching is
familiar in our family. When the older girls were in grade school we frequently
spent time at the dinner table drilling on useful information that the girls might
need sooner or later, such as the order of the planets, the atomic order of elements
and the chemical composition of common materials. The girls excitedly informed me
when they used their new knowledge later in school.

The day before your letter arrived asking for an example of how we teach bits
of science at home, there was an incident that might well illustrate the point.
Mary (11) asked for suggestions for a school project. She needed to take something
to illustrate some form of sound and explain how the sound was caused. I got an
inspiration by associating the musical interests of the girls.

"Do you remember the blind girl we saw recently on TV who played Christmas
music on water glasses?"

"Yes," Mary answered. "You mean I should take a glass to school?"

Je went out to the kitchen and in a few minutes had tried out the tones of
several glasses. Now came the subtle persuading of the youngster into a little
experimentation. The addition of water causing tone changes led me to suggest that
Mary should see if she could match the tone of the glass with notes on the piano.
She could mark the water level on the glass corresponding to the various notes.

This sounded like enough fun that her older sisters began to kibitz. The
musicians of the family soon calibrated the glass through a range of notes.

Now came the problem of finding an explanation for the sound. I explained how
ner wetted finger caused friction like chattering chalk on a blackboard or the
rosined bow on her violin strings. Also I tried to explain how the added water
lowered the tone because it slowed down the vibrations.

"Let's see," I suggested, "if the encyclopedia can tell us how fast the glass
vibrates to give off the tone."

Fortunately the student encyclopedia didn't let me down. There was a good set
of illustrations and several pages on the nature of sound waves. Mary was inter-
asted enough by this time to read the article without coaxing or coercing.

The other members of the family including mother got into a discussion which
soon lost me. The book showed two vibration frequencies for middle C and our
tuning fork in the music room is marked with a third value. How come? The whole
family is curious to find the reason.



UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA,

January 24, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
c/o Dr. Dale Hooper
Veteran's Hospital
Coatesville, Pennsylvania

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have just returned from a week of consecutive meetings,
end I have found your letter of January 19 mentioning that
you may possibly pass through Charlottesville. You did not
mention exactly when, but this is in a sense immaterial since
I have no plans for being away from Charlottesville at any
time in the next couple of weeks, and you and Mrs. Wiener
vill be most welcome at any time whatever.

I hope that we will see you soon.

Qs. 7 ”nurs,



21 Reynolds Avenue

Everett, 49, Massachusetts

January 26, 1959

Dear Professeur Wiener,

Let me introduce myself, my name is Arnold Aaron, I am a junior

at Everett High School with a yen for Math and I have a problem with my

Science Fair project.

After reading the book," Thinkng by Machine " I noticed your name

in the references, After diligently searching through the Public

Library I found but one slim volume, " Cybernetics " , but it is so far

over mv head as to be almost funny. Oh to be sure I can understand some

references such as feedback but the work involving Calculus is above my

present crasp., However this is only part of my problem,

As far as I can accertain some man in California ( vague reference

has invented a group of four machines called a Homeostat. It seems able

to " adapt " to some degree but &amp;part form these references some vital

mechanism seems to be missing. This mechenism should either contribute

to the stability of the device or else provide some means of shifting

the dynamic balance of the parts, I don't know which it does or how it is

ronnected, or even what it consists of}

I have been able to vuzzle out this much:

( next nace



our identical machines are interconnected,

diagram of one machine, all others are identical )
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They are interconnected as such:
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If you can help me find any additional information on this missing

vart or if there are any basic or trivial faults with this version that you

nay find with my science project would you pgease inform me about them

Sincerly yours,
Cond (ctogp
Arnold Aaron



Jan. 25,1959

Dear 3ir;
I noted your article in the Esquire

Magazine alomg with vour photograph,

I would appreciate very much to have
inform me whet brand of cigar you are smoking and
how meny 8 day.

Thank ycu very kindly,

5606 Edenvale Road
Baltimore-9-Md

Nathan Mindel



“HIS SIDE OF CARD IS FOR ADDRE.

Prcfessor Norbert Wiener
:ematics Department

- Institute Technology
'n.Magg,T
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Chairman
JeNry J. CADBURY

r.xecutive Secretary
“ews M. Hoskins

Executive Secretary Emeritus
CLARENCE E. Picker

American Friends Service Committee
INCORPORATED

[wenty South Twelfth Street

Philadelphia -

Telephone.

Pennsylvania
_.NHOUSE 6-9372

2 January 1959

Dear Scientist friends,

You know Max Born. If you have not already seen his article "Man and the
Atom", we would like to call it to your attention. In it, he raises the vitally im-
vortant question for our time of scientific achievement and social responsibility.

Former Senator William Benton of Connecticut opened the Yale Conference on
Human Resources to Meet the Scientific Challenge, last February, with this sentence:
"During Hitler's heydey Aldous Huxley remarked that technological improvements were
snabling mankind to go backward faster". Later in the same address he said,"Almost all
the great thinkers of our civilization have identified the goals of science with the
highest purposes of man, with the individual's freedom to develop himself in his highest
ravers, and the triumph of virtue and wisdom in the conduct of human affairs.”

To resolve this dilemma between going "backward faster" and the "highest
purposes of man" is one way of defining our task and meeting our mutual responsibility.
Ne have not seen a clearer definition of this shared responsibility than in the follow-
ing paragraph from the Statement issued &gt;»y "Pugwash 1958":

"We believe it to be a responsihility of scientists in all countries to con-
tribute to the education of the peoples by Spreauing among them a wide understanding
of the dangers and potentialities offered &gt;y the unprecedented growth of. science.
Je appeal to our colleagues everywhere to contribute to this effort, both through
enlightenment of adult populations,and through education of the coming generations.
In particular,education should stress improvement of all forms of human relations
and should eliminate any glorification of war and violence."

The American Friends Service Committee (Quakers) has,since 1917, been at
work in the world to relieve human suffering and to bring peonle together in under-
standing and friendliness. Many thousands of men and women of good will, of all races,
creeds and countries have used our program as a channel through which to express their
concern for peace,

If we address you boldly, it is because of the bigness of the challenge.
We need your help as a scientist and as a man, We would value your comments on Dr. Born's
article. We hope you will return the enclosed card as a convenient means of resnonse
to our invitation.

Very sincerely yours,

~ /ere NLCr
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Norman J. Whitney
Vational Secretarv for Peace Educatior
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CI) ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA

OFFICE OF
"HE EDITOR

January29
1959

Professor N. Wiener

Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Janmbridee, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

for a forthcoming printing of the Encyclopaedia Britannica we are
planning to include the article COMPUTING MACHINES, MATHEMATICAL
THEORY OF (3,600 words).

I am writing to ask if you will be able to accept this assignment.
The new material should not exceed the specified length and the
Britannica rate of payment--two cents per word for new copy--will
apply. The deadline for this copy is May 1, 1959.

We shall look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely yours,

 ZA
Walter Yust
AAitor
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